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This dissertation assesses the maintenance techniques employed to clean coal fired boilers used 
for power generation at SASOL Synfuels Power Station in Secunda, South Africa. Adequate 
maintenance of boilers used in power plants can result in improved efficiency of the boilers 
and this ultimately reduces operating cost of the power generation plant over the long term. 
This research investigates to improve the parameters required for the design of an acoustic 
apparatus for the online cleaning of these boilers as well as the design of a beam that can 
withstand the induced vibration from the horn. The theory is that sound energy from a sonic 
horn is converted to vibrations along the boiler tubes thereby dislodging soot. Using AutoCAD 
Invertor 2016, parts of the acoustic horn are modelled and simulated against predicted forces 
and pressures and then compared with calculated results. It was determined that the diaphragm 
will deflect by 0.5 mm under the action of a 552 kPa pressure. It was also found that the stress 
acting will be 816 MPa only if the diaphragm does not deflect and bleed out the air, hence the 
stresses will not reach their expected maximum. The acoustic horn chamber only experiences 
a pressure of 50 MPa which is acceptable.  
The acoustic cleaning solution presented in this dissertation is a combination of a horn and a 
beam which represents the boiler tube. The frequency of the beam used was found to be 70.67 
Hz which falls correctly into the real-life limitation of (60 – 75 Hz). This frequency range is 
the most powerful and enough for cleaning silos and large vessels. A force matching this 
frequency was found to be 225 N which is also the fracture load and the maximum deflection 
caused by this force was found to be 26.2866 mm. Thus, there is a range of deflections for 
which the beam vibrates at close to its natural frequency. In theory the material selected was 
found to be significant (cast iron) and can reach a maximum deflection of 26.8866 mm and a 
maximum induced stress of 182.655 Mpa at a force of 820 N. In practice, however, this is not 
recommended as the beam will not have a long-life span, therefore, one should rather work at 
a force ranges of 220 N to 300 N as this is the force at which the beam can remove enough 
soot without undergoing serious damage.  Acoustic cleaning technique, therefore, can improve 
maintenance of boilers which in turn improves the boiler’s efficiency while reducing outages. 
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1. General Introduction 
Coal fuel and natural gas is part of every power plant generating electricity. These fuel types 
are used by power plants to power boilers, which are known to produce ash. The ash forms 
slag deposits over the tubes running though the boilers. The slag affects the efficiency of the 
boilers due to the poor heat exchange or high pressure drop. The cost to the company is very 
high in buying the coal for firing up the boiler that does not reciprocate efficiently that is 
relative to the coal used because of the slag and failure of current cleaning technic. 
Sasol Synfuels Power Station in Secunda consists of 17 boilers in total (9 boilers at eastern 
side and 8 boilers at western side), each produce 560 t/h at 42.50 bar high-pressure superheated 
steam. Each boiler contains a box of steel tubes. The tubes convey the water by means of 
natural circulation passing the furnace from the bottom upwards turning converting water into 
steam. Energy is transferred from fire in the furnace to the water (radiation conduction & 
convection). The fire is from burning coal. 
Coal is fed from storage bunkers via coal feeders to pulverising (grinding) mills where it is 
ground to a fine powder (known as pulverised fuel - PF). Primary air, from a Primary air fan, 
dries the pulverised fuel (PF) and transports it to the furnace where the fire is burning. Heated 
secondary air is forced into the boiler through ducting, dampers and swirl air dampers by two 
forced draught fans. This air mixes with the primary air and fuel mixture and the mixture 
ignites spontaneously in the boiler furnace. Two induced draught fans keep the furnace under 
suction (negative pressure) by drawing the hot gases and ash through the super heaters, 
convection bank, primary and secondary air heaters and precipitates out to the stack. 
Water for the boiler is provided from Waterworks into nine de-aerators where oxygen is 
removed, and the feed water is heated by low-pressure steam to 115°C. From de-aerators, the 
heated water feeds to Boiler Feed Water pumps where it is pumped, at 72 bar pressure, to a 
common discharge header, from which each boiler taps off the water it requires. This water 
passes through a feed water station, ESD (emergency shut off device), the feed water main 
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electric isolating valve (SP-X01 or valve 500) valve, the condenser, where it is heated further 
and then into the steam and water drum. 
The water flows by natural circulation changing to steam in the process. The steam generated 
flows from the steam and water drum through to the super heaters and out to the HP headers. 
Conductivity in the water is controlled by a blow down system which continually drains away 
water from the steam and water drum. The water that is blown down from the boiler enters a 
blow down tank where, because of a pressure difference, the water flashes over to Low 
Pressure (LP) steam. The LP steam goes through to the LP steam header and the condensate 
flows back to Waterworks. 
The soot blow system provided on each boiler is used to blow ash off the boiler wall tubes 
(short soot blowers) and the super heater and convection tubes (long soot blowers). High-
pressure steam is taken from the HP steam outlet, reduced to ± 1000 kPa and is blown inside 
the boiler to remove the ash. Air from the Primary Air system is used as a cooling medium to 
keep the soot blowers cool when not in use. 
 
1.1 Project Background 
The first boiler that was developed was a kettle-type boiler in the 1700s and 1800s which 
simply boiled water into steam [1]. Fire tube boilers was one of the first boilers designed which 
consisted of the water surrounding the tubes in the shell of the boiler and fire runs through the 
tubes [2]. The fire-tube boiler has doors that swing open to clean the boiler tubes. This was an 
important feature for boilers fired with coal and wood [2]. This proved to be very dangerous 
once boilers started becoming popular. This led to different methods of cleaning boilers, such 
as acoustic horn cleaning and water jet cleaning, soot blowing etc, to be developed. Fire-tubes 
are straight tubes that are rigid enough not to allow any expansion [2]. 
An acoustic horn or waveguide is a tapered sound guide designed to provide an acoustic 
impedance match between a sound source and free air, see figure I.1 This has the effect of 
maximizing the efficiency with which sound waves from the source are transferred to the air. 
 




Figure 0.1: A Picture Of An Air Horn Used For Cleaning [2]. 
 
 Conversely, a horn can be used at the receiving end to optimize the transfer of sound from the 
air to a receiver.  A boiler is a closed vessel in which fluid (generally water) is heated, as in 
figure I.2 The fluid does not necessarily boil.  
 
 
Figure 0.2:Picture of a typical boiler [3]. 
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The heated or vaporized fluid exits the boiler for use in various processes or heating 
applications, including water heating, central heating, boiler-based power generation, cooking, 
and sanitation [4]. 
Acoustic cleaning is a maintenance method used in material-handling and storage systems that 
handle bulk granular or particulate materials, such as grain elevators, to remove the build-up 
of material on surfaces. Acoustic cleaning apparatus, usually built into the material-handling 
equipment, works by generating powerful sound waves which shake particulates loose from 
surfaces, reducing the need for manual cleaning. Most acoustic cleaners operate in the audio 
frequency range from 60 Hz up to 420 Hz. However, a few operate in the infrasonic range, 
below 40 Hz, which is mostly below the human hearing range, to satisfy strict noise control 
requirements. There are three scientific fields which converge in the understanding of acoustic 
cleaning technology. 
 
An acoustic cleaner will create a series of very rapid and powerful sound induced pressure 
fluctuations which are then transmitted to the surfaces where solid particles of ash, dust, 
granules or powder rest. This causes them to move at differing speeds and then bounce from 
adjoining particles and the surface that they are adhering to. Once they have been separated 
the material will fall off due to gravity or it will be carried away by the process gas or air 
stream. 
 
The key features which determine whether an acoustic cleaner will be effective for any given 
problem are the particle size range, the moisture content and the density of the particles as well 
as how these characteristics will change with temperature and time. Typically, particles 
between 20 micrometres and 5 mm with moisture content below 8.5% are ideal. Upper 
temperature limits are dependent upon the melting point of the particles and acoustic cleaners 
have been employed at temperatures above 1000 oC to remove ash build-up in boiler plants. 
 
The introduction of acoustic cleaners has been a significant improvement in many areas of 
health and safety. For instance, in silo cleaning - the previous solutions tended to be intrusive 
or destructive. Air cannons, soot blowers, external vibrators, hammering or costly man entry 
are all superseded by non-invasive sonic horns. An acoustic cleaner requires no down time and 
will operate during normal usage of the site. Taking the example of silo cleaning a little further, 
there are two typical problems 
 




This is when the silo blocks at the outlet. Previously the problem was addressed by manual 
cleaning from underneath the silo which in its turn introduced significant risk from falling 
material when the blockage was cleared. An acoustic cleaner can operate from the top of a silo 
through in-situ materials to clear the blockage at the base. 
 
 
1.1.2 Rat Holing 
This simply means compaction on the side of a silo. This not only reduces the operating volume 
in a silo, but it also compromises quality control by disrupting the first-in-first-out cycle. Older 
material compacted on the side of a silo can also start to degrade and produce dangerous gases. 
An acoustic cleaner will produce sound waves which will make the compacted material 
resonate at a different rate to the surrounding environment resulting in debonding and 
clearance. 
 
1.2 Problem Formulation 
Sasol realized that there is a problem within one of its plants in Mpumalanga. The boiler’s 
cleaning system is inefficient. For a boiler to be cleaned there must be complete shutdown of 
that boiler, this  is very expensive and usually takes very long. Boilers must be designed in 
pairs to accommodate the power grid and to ensure continuous operation of the plant, this 
design itself is expensive because they end up having extra boilers in waiting. 
 
1.2.1 Problem Statement 
Designing an acoustic horn cleaner that will help remove the build-up of ash that forms slag 
deposits on the exterior of the tubes that run through the boiler is a possible solution to this 
problem. Boiler tube bundles that are heavily fouled will compromise the generating capacity 
of the boiler due to poor heat exchange and/or high pressure drop. By cleaning the slag deposits 
inside a boiler, the efficiency could potentially increase from 1-4% and will help to maximize 
revenues for the utility. Ash deposits and fouling around the burners in coal power plants can 
also create health and safety issues during shut down and maintenance. 
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1.2.2 Aim of project 
The primary aim of the project is to design an acoustic horn cleaner to be used in cleaning a 
boiler whilst it is operating and to subsequently design a small vibrating beam for testing of 
the working of acoustic horn. The beam designed will be able to withstand forces of the sound 
travelling through the horn to remove the slag/soot deposits on the beam. 
 
 
1.2.3 Forced vibrations & resonance concept to be applied 
The oscillations on free vibration objects where energy is kept constant means that the 
amplitude will stay the same theoretically. For real systems there is always energy which is 
dissipated to the surroundings over some time which decays the amplitude to zero the 
phenomenon of which is called damping. When objects can vibrate freely, they can have one 




Figure 0.3:free vibration concept [5]. 
 
On the other hand, when force is introduced at a frequency periodically, it becomes forced 
vibration. Resonance will occur when objects are being forced to vibrate at their natural 
frequency and hence large amplitude vibrations occur which in turn is what is desired to 
remove soot from the tube walls of a boiler. In this case f0 is resonance frequency which occurs 
at lower frequencies with a decrease of amplitude.        
 




Figure 0.4:Effect of damping on resonance graph [5]. 
 
 
1.3 Key Questions 
The key questions that arise are: 
1. What are the boiler maintenance practices applied at the SASOL Synfuels power 
plant in Secunda? 
2. What parameters are required to design an acoustic horn and beam? 




The resonance frequency of an acoustic horn cleaner will remove soot such as ash from the 
boiler heat transfer surfaces due to the vibrations induced along the surfaces.  
 
1.5 Project Objectives 
The objectives for the research are to: 
1. Design an acoustic horn cleaner for online boiler cleaning. 
2. Determine the frequency, principal stresses, strain, Von Mises stresses and pressure. 
3. Design a beam to be used to test the acoustic horn in place of the actual boiler tubes. 
4. Determine the nature of the induced vibration along the beam and the resulting 
deflection. 
5. Perform calculations to compare the simulated values to the calculated values.  
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6. Conduct acoustic vibration testing of the model. 
 
1.6 Assumptions 
For the beam design it is assumed that the modulus of elasticity is 130 GPa, the beam is fixed 
at both ends, the slag is dry, and the beam has a point load at its centre for maximum deflection.  
It is also assumed that the horn is placed in the centre of the boiler 100 mm away from the 
tubes so that the sound waves cleans all the tubes. The tubes are assumed to be 4cm apart 




























2. Introduction  
 
This chapter describes the literature review in the field of boiler maintenance with focus on 
acoustic cleaning technology. 
 
2.1 Boiler Operation and Cleaning  
When combustion happens in the boiler the by-product ash is produced. This ash contains 
several non-combustible products like silicates, clays and others, depends on the type of coal 
used as well as the combustion process itself. If ash is left unchecked, one of its effects on the 
boilers surfaces is in loss of efficiency of heat transfer which can create a loss of reliability by 
causing the unit outages to affect the removal of massive ashes. The degree of the damage is 
dependent on the load profile of the unit, the ash characteristics and the boiler design. This 
challenge is addressed or minimised by effective cleaning system while the boiler is in 
operation [6].  
The process of combustion in a power plant with boilers that use coal produces ash that 
accumulates on the surfaces of the boiler tubes resulting in insulation of the heat transfer 
surfaces. After some time it is found that huge amounts of  deposits detach from the suspended 
tube positions and are dumped automatically to the bottom of the furnace, which has a huge 
impact on the tube damages and ash-handling plant [6].   In most cases, the mechanism for 
controlling the negative effect of ash build-up on the boiler tubes is the injection of steam to 
remove the ash and this is commonly known as Soot Blowing (SB). Other cleaning 
mechanisms other than soot blowing exist such as self-shedding, water cannons for furnace 
cleaning, and ultrasonic for back-end and air heaters cleaning [6] 
 These cleaning mechanisms have been found to have advantages as well as disadvantages 
which opens a gap  for more research to be done in the field of boiler cleaning in  power plants 
[7]. The other technique is the use of water lances and water cannons as an effective method 
of removing slag deposits. This method is also found to cause damages boilers tubes [8].In the 
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past decade there have been many advances in impulse cleaning systems, and they have 
become more accepted by utility and others industrial boiler operators. A significant benefit of 
impulse cleaning systems over soot blowers is that they can be operated very aggressively in 
terms of their cleaning frequency per day without causing the tube erosion caused by soot 
blowers [9]. The great advantage of a proactive cleaning cycle is that it provides a more 
consistent heat transfer profile and removes the ash deposits before they have an opportunity 
to harden or sinter into place. Impulse cleaners typically operate multiple times per hour 
throughout the day and therefore maintain higher heat transfer efficiencies. An additional 
advantage of impulse cleaning systems over soot blowers, see figure II.1, is the ability of the 
pressure wave to encompass the tube surface and throughout the depth of the tube bank, 
providing non-line-of-sight cleaning and deeper penetration throughout the tube bundle [9]. 
 
   
A. Boiler floor before cleaning         B. Cleaning in process                   C. Boiler floor after 
cleaning                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Figure 0.1: Boiler cleaning process [9]. 
 
Conventional chemical cleaning with acids has inherent risks associated with potential for 
corrosion damage as well as environmental concerns related to waste disposal. Certain 
polymers e.g. acrylate-acrylamide co-polymers have chelating properties and can under the 
certain aqueous conditions, also cause corrosion in boilers. Novel polymeric dispersants and 
chemical liquids are being developed for online boiler cleaning to prevent these risks [10]. 
The companies like KRR Pro Stream and GE Power are offering a method for cleaning boilers 
and boiler tubes by using high-pressure water jets. This is high-volume, specialised hydro 
blasting equipment. The company also uses remote-controlled robotic cleaning systems and 
other automated tools to clean boilers. Whether online cleaning can be applied may depend on 
the specific boiler [9] 
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2.2 Different Methods of Boiler Cleaning  
Boiler cleaning is an important aspect for a power plant to work efficient. Boilers will build up 
ash which forms slag deposits on the boiler heat transfer surfaces. The slag acts as an insulator 
thus the boiler requires more fuel to reach the same temperature. Cleaning the boiler increases 
the efficiency from 1 to 4 % and reduces the emission produced due to less fuel being used 
[11].  The methods of boiler cleaning vary from offline cleaning which is when the plant is not 
on and online cleaning which is when the plant is still online.  
Recently Sasol Business Intelligence (BI) conducted a survey to assess the online cleaning 
technologies that are being offered by various international role players. The results indicate 
that a variety of online solutions are available and are based on e.g. combination of mechanical 
and chemical cleaning (SENTROMAX from Sentro); pressure pulse / impulse wave 
technology (e.g. from KRR Pro Stream and GE Power), fluid jets e.g. water and air soot 
blowers, steam lancers and water cannons; acoustic impulse cleaning (Wave Master from 
Advanced Acoustic Technologies LLC and Powerwave® Acoustic Cleaning Systems from GE 
/ BHA) and chemical cleaning with novel polymers (from GE Water & Process Technologies) 
or proprietary liquid chemicals (GTC Technology) [9]. 
 
2.2.1 Acoustic Cleaning  
 Acoustic cleaning systems are used to clean ash in coal fired boilers by sending sound wave 
energy through the boiler which reduce damage or fatigue of the material of the boilers. 
Acoustic horns are fitted on to the boilers with advanced acoustic technologies which is 
specified   by the requirement of the plant [11]. 
 
2.2.2 Water Lances 
Water lances is another method for cleaning slag in boilers by using high pressured water jets. 
The jets use hydro blasting equipment which pumps up to 1200 gallons per minute through 
hoses [11]. The jets can also be remote controlled [11]. Water lances can be used offline and 
online but online cleaning can only happen on specific boilers. Water lances can clean further 
distances and can be more effective [11]. 
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2.2.3 Soot Blowers 
Soot blowers use high pressured air, steam or water to clean the build-up of slag on the boilers. 
Soot blowing can be performed while the plant is still online. A company having one of the 
advanced soot blowing systems can increase the efficiency by 1% [11]. This method can avoid 
the risk of boiler erosion. 
 
2.2.4 Explosives 
Use of explosives is one of the old methods in cleaning slag inside boilers and some plant 
operators still prefer its use. This was first being used by Norm Harty of N.B. Harty general 
contractor Inc. Explosives are used by a primer cord which is around tubes that avoid any 
damage. The cord has connectors which delay the charge which helps to limit damage to the 
boiler insulations [11].  
 
2.2.5 Chemical Cleaning  
Chemical cleaning has been used for years and is used on the waterside of the fire tube boilers 
where mineral based chemicals are formed. Industries use scale removal chemicals to remove 
calcium carbonate and other scales that stick to the heating surfaces [12].  
 
2.3 Boiler Tube Maintenance  
A boiler contains a lot of the components that need to have strong enough material to withstand 
the stresses caused by high temperatures. The components in a boiler are drums, tubes, ducts 
and auxiliary equipment. Some boiler tubes extend the entire length of the boiler, some are 
bent. The tubular length is determined by the boiler some of them do not extend through the 
boiler. The tubes are passed through a metal sheet shown in figure II.2. As shown the tubes 
vary in size, thickness and length.  




Figure 0.2:Where the tubes pass [12]. 
 
Figure II.3 shows a man inside a boiler firebox where the oiler tubes are being cut out from the 
firebox tube sheet and pushed out while someone on the other end pulls it out. This process 
involves the taking out of the tubes and changing them if they are damaged. Thus, figure II.2 
shows how the tubes will be removed from a boiler. 
 
 
Figure 0.3: Maintenance the boilers [12]. 
 
2.3.1 Soot Blowers 
The soot blower system is the commonly used system to clean boilers. This uses the 
compressed air, steam, or water to prevent slag build up while the plant is in operation. 
Technology is becoming more sophisticated there are basic soot blower technologies as well 
as advanced technologies [13]. The basic technology does the minimum by keeping the boiler 
clean while online, there is no need to be offline for cleaning to occur. The advanced 
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technology targets the areas that requires intensive cleaning hence maintaining the boiler 
performance for the plant to work more efficiently.  
 
2.3.2 Intelligent Soot Blowers 
This is an adaptive process which uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques to maintain 
optimal boiler surface cleanliness. It determines which boiler section to clean and when to 
clean them subject to the optimization goal and operating constraints. This is also referred to 
as optimised soot blowing. The factors that need to be taken to consideration for this soot 
blowing are steam usage, maintenance to repair erosion of tubes, as well as stress experienced 
by the boiler tubes. This is to be balanced against the efficiency gains made by SB within a 
load profile [10]. 
 
 
Figure 0.4: Superheated failure caused by erosive action of ash carried away with the steam stream of 
soot blowers jet and steam leakage [14]. 
 
Using intelligent soot blowing systems has a lot of advantages over basic soot blower systems.  
The intelligent soot blower is found to be up to 1% more efficient than traditional soot blowers 
[6]. The intelligent soot blower cleans when required to avoid boiler tube erosion or extended 
periods of cleaning. The basic system seems to ignore what is happening inside the boiler 
because they run according to the schedule that is set to run  which is sequential hence 
sometimes blowing high pressure steams on bare tubes which are clean  thus easily leading to 
erosion. Some areas of the boiler foul much more quickly and with the sequence set up of the 
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basic one those areas may not get to be cleaned for several hours. This can make the boiler 
tubes foul so bad that it glugs the boiler and causes a clinker or limit heat transfer and forces 
the plant to an unplanned outage [6]. 
 
2.3.3 Automatic Soot blowing Operations: Direct Slag Monitoring Techniques 
There are devices that are used to properly monitor the build-up of slag deposits within a boiler. 
The devices can operate in such severe environments as high temperatures, corrosive and 
erosive conditions and they have a fixed life. The most used one is a heat flux monitor which 
provides a reasonable prediction of the consequence of slag deposits in its close area, see figure 
II.5. For the successful monitoring of the entire boiler multiple sensors are required with their 
analysis system, these heat flux devices have a potential to communicate with and control soot 
blowers next to them. The reading of the control limit value from the heat flux monitor 
indicates when the soot blower may be operated for deposit build-up in a specific location. 
Mostly the furnaces are sub-divided into multiple heat transfer zones, which consists of 
automatic control systems to control the soot blowers and each zone has a heat flux sensor. 
The signal on the automatic controls display and indicate clean or dirty conditions and thus 
initiates queue to the soot blowers for requirements of cleaning. A fundamental part of the 
automatic control is the method of handling the dirty heat transfer surface after the respective 
soot blowers are operated. Depending on the soot blowing system, controllable parameters, 
such as blowing pressure, number of back-to-back operations, jet progression velocity, etc., 
are used to adjust soot blower operating conditions for successive operations to realize clean 
heat transfer surfaces [10]. 
 




Figure 0.5: Heat flux sensor [10]. 
 
2.4 Acoustic Cleaning Technologies 
Acoustic cleaning began in the early 1970s with experiments using ship horns or air raid sirens. 
The first acoustic cleaners were made from cast iron [15]. From 1990 onwards the technology 
became commercially viable and began to be used in dry processing, storage, transport, power 
generation and manufacturing industries. The latest technology uses 316 spun stainless steel to 
ensure optimum performance [15]. An acoustic cleaner consists of a sound source like an air 
horn found on trucks and trains, attached to the material-handling equipment, which directs a 
loud sound into the interior. It is powered by compressed air rather than electricity so there is 
no danger of sparking which could set off an explosion. It consists of two parts. 
 
2.4.1 The Acoustic Driver  
In the driver, compressed air escaping past a diaphragm causes it to vibrate, generating the 
sound. It is usually made from solid machined stainless steel. The diaphragm, the only moving 
part, is usually manufactured from special aerospace grade titanium to ensure performance and 
longevity. 
 
2.4.2 The Bell 
This is a flaring horn usually made from spun 316 grade stainless steel. The bell serves as a 
sound resonator and its flaring shape couples the sound efficiently to the air, increasing the 
volume of sound radiated. 
An acoustic cleaner will typically sound for 10 seconds and then wait for a further 500 seconds 
before sounding again. This ratio for on/off is approximately proportional to the working life 
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of the diaphragm. Provided the operating environment is between −40 C and 100 °C, a 
diaphragm should last between 3 and 5 year [15]. The wave generator and the bell have a much 
longer life span and will often outlast the environment in which they operate. The older bells 
which were made from cast iron were susceptible to rusting in certain environments [15]. The 
new bells made from 316 spun steel have no problem with rust and are ideal for sterile 
environments such as found in the food industry or in pharmaceutical plants. 
There are generally 4 ways to control the operation of an acoustic cleaner: 
 The most common is by a simple timer. 
 SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition). 
 PLC (programmable logic controller). 
 Manually by Ball valve. 
 
2.4.3 Advantages of Acoustic Cleaners 
With the correct maintenance done at right intervals and operation, acoustic cleaners yield 
the following advantages 
 Repetitive use during operations means that there are fewer unscheduled shutdowns. 
 Improved materials flow by the elimination of hang-ups, blocking and bridging. 
 Minimisation of cross contamination by ensuring complete emptying of the 
environment. 
 Improved cleaning and reduction of health and safety risks. 
 Increased energy efficiency. Reducing the build-up on heat exchange surfaces results 
in lower energy usage. 
 Extended plant life. Aggressive cleaning regimes are avoided. 
 Ease of operation. It is easy to automate the horns either at regular intervals or to the 
sounding in changes in their environment such as pressure or flow rates. 
 Importantly they prevent the material build-up problem from occurring in the first 
place. 
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2.4.4 Applications of Acoustic Cleaners 
Amongst others, some applications of acoustic cleaners are listed below  
 Boilers: Cleaning of the heat transfer surfaces. 
 Electrostatic precipitators: Acoustic cleaners are being used for cleaning hoppers, 
turning vanes, distribution plates, collecting plates and electrode wires. 
 Super heaters, economisers and air heaters. 
 Duct work. 
 Pre-heaters: Used in towers, gas risers, cyclones and fans. 
 Ship cargo holds: Used both to clean and de-aerate current loads. 
 Silos and hoppers: To prevent bridging and rat holing. 
 Static cyclones: Acoustic cleaners will work both within the cyclone and with the 
associated duct work. 
 Etc.  
 
 
2.4.5 Acoustic Techniques 
Acoustic cleaners are very rapid and powerful sound induced systems that use compressed air 
to clean solid particles of ash, dust, granules or powders. The materials resonate causing them 
to detach from adjoining surfaces and from the surface they are adhering to. Once detached, 
the materials will fall off because of gravity, in some cases   they may be carried by the process 
gas or air streams. [16, 17]. The mostly used medium or equipment for the vibrations are sonic 
horns which work as a means of fluidizing unwanted dust and agglomerated particulate in 
industrial environments. 
Sonic horns were initially used by carbon black and cement industries from 1950s to clean 
filter bags in bag houses. The sonic horns showed that acoustic energy could improve filter bag 
cleaning together with primary reverse air cleaning, although their full benefits was not 
completely realised throughout the industry as they are at present [18]. This was followed by 
the utility industry in 1980s to help reduce bag house pressure drop which was limiting plant 
generation capacity and they proved to be extremely cost effective in improving generating 
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capacity in power plant. The application for utility bag house used one of the largest sonic 
horns because of the size of the utility department and its bag house [16], see figure II.6. 
 
 
Figure 0.6: Utility plant [16]. 
 
The utility plant required 2 to 6 horns to operate simultaneously, figure II.6. This means that 
the horns vary in their ability to dislodge soot. This is the reason why the technical parameters 
are important to determine the type of sonic horn installation because they differ in design, 
sizes and shapes, which are the factors that determine their sound level and fundamental 
frequency, figure II.7. The main characteristics of a sonic horn in acoustic energy are sound 




Figure 0.7: Acoustic horn installation [19]. 
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 The acoustic energies that has a  frequency ranging from 63 to 250 Hz (Hertz - cycles per 
second) have proven to be the most effective  frequencies for sonic cleaning, where a s the 
ones above 300Hz prove to be less effective and are more audible and too much for human 
hearing.  When frequencies have higher reflective effect on solid surfaces they result in less 
absorption of sound.  Low frequencies also transmit in all directions and display more even 
penetration of sound throughout an enclosed area whereas, higher frequencies above 300 Hz 
are more directional, and they dissipate at a faster rate. This does not necessarily mean that the 
lower the frequency the better. There is a point at which acoustic energy can become 
destructive to solid structures and mechanical connections. This occurs in the frequency range 
below 60 Hz [20]. 
 
 
Figure 0.8: A utility plant [16]. 
 
There is another important characteristic of the acoustic energy which is the intensity or Sound 
Pressure Level (SPL). This is measured in decibels (dB).  The intensity of the fundamental 
cleaning frequency, which fluidizes the particulate build-up must be above 120 dB.  The greater 
the SPL the more effective the cleaning will be. Sound pressure level measured in decibels can 
be misleading when comparing power or energy levels, because decibels are a non-linear 
measurement. The difference between 130 dB to 140 dB may seem insignificant, but it 
corresponds to a factor of 10 differences in the power available. And a change from 120 dB to 
140 dB is only a 7% increase in dB level, but a hundred-fold increase in power [16]. The pulses 
of high pressure from compressed air help to create acoustic energy produced by the sonic 
horn. This is done by the application of 414 to 552 kPa of compressed air to the sonic horn’s 
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driver, which vibrates the high-strength diaphragm contained inside to produce acoustic 
energy. The shape and the size of the horn bell determine the fixed frequency bend of acoustic 
energy, see figure II.8. The sound intensity that is produced by the sonic horn is 140 dB plus 
the fundamental frequencies ranging from 63 to 169 Hertz, which is measured from the bell 
mouth in free air which mean no application sound is used due to reflective surfaces [16]. 
Acoustic cleaners consist of 2 parts which are: 
 A Wave Generator which drives the compressed air and push it to a diaphragm. 
 A Horn Section, which amplifies and conditions the sound from the wave generator 
 
  
Figure 0.9: Heat exchanger and the economise tubes installation of sonic horns [16]. 
 
Some of the challenges the plant encounters with the soot blowing system are the fact that they 
get stuck due to extension and retraction, and a more than necessary amount of compressed air 
at high temperatures damages the tubes which are exposed when all ash is removed. The 
control system of soot blowers cannot tell the air to stop blowing when it senses that the soot 
blower is stuck although it does report that there is a problem, but the blowing continues hence 
making tubes weaker and weaker. Another challenge the plant encounters is the fact that mostly 
they experience cracks and damages on the bends of the tubes, even tubes for soot blowers 
themselves. These were the challenges the plant considered most when it comes to maintenance 
of the boiler with the exception on one boiler which is the biggest. 
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2.5 Acoustic Cleaning VS Steam Soot Blowers 
Table II.1 gives comparison between acoustic cleaning and steam soot blowers; it shows some 
of the limitations that soot blowers has and their need of water and steam but at the same time 
which also in return brings about erosion and corrosion.  
 





1. Fast and easy installation even 
when boiler is running 
  
2. Can be used in all temperature 
areas of a boiler 
  
3. Can be used also with molten or 
partly molten ash 
  
4. Can be used with no steam 
available or a shortage of steam 
 × 
5. Continuous cleaning of the 
process 
 × 
6. Also cleans shadow areas and 
around the corners 
 × 
7. Can be used together with other 
cleaning methods 
  
8. No water needed  × 
9. Doesn't cause erosion  × 
10. No corrosion  × 
11. No mechanical wear   
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2.5.1 Cleanness Maintained Constantly 
Nirafon acoustic cleaning is a totally independent process which does not require stoppage or 
interruption of production. Being an ‘on-line’ process, it significantly reduces or even 
eliminates downtime and increases equipment availability. At the same time, Nirafon acoustic 




2.5.2 No Water, no Erosion, Corrosion or Mechanical Wear 
Nirafon systems drastically reduce the use of water at power plants. Steam is no more needed 
for soot blowing, so it can be used for its original purpose in power production. Acoustic 
cleaning is also a gentle way of keeping surfaces clean. There is no mechanical wear, erosion 
or corrosion caused by cleaning. 
 
 
2.5.3 The Most Energy Efficient Cleaning Solution 
The Nirafon acoustic cleaning systems offer several distinct advantages as a superior and cost-
effective alternative to conventional cleaning methods. They maintain plant efficiency at a high 
level. Nirafon acoustic cleaning system continuously removes soot, ash and particulate matter 
deposits from surfaces, thus preventing formation of build ups and maintaining heat transfer 
efficiency in boilers, pressure drops in bag filters, vibration levels in fans etc. at desired levels. 
 
 
2.5.4 Bringing Substantial Cost Savings 
Nirafon acoustic cleaning system offers an extremely cost-effective solution. Nirafon acoustic 
cleaning systems require compressed air for their operation leading to much lower operating 
costs compared to traditional cleaning systems such as steam soot blowers which consume 
substantial quantities of steam. Having minimal moving parts, Nirafon acoustic cleaning 
systems require negligible maintenance, service and spare part costs. Nirafon acoustic cleaning 
systems are compact and occupy much less space compared to conventional cleaning devices 
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2.5.5 Physics of Sound   
When dealing with sound we are dealing with speech communication because a sound wave is 
a result of the speech mechanism.  It is the principle used by listener to improve the speaker’s 
massage [10]. It becomes very important to understand how sound is created, modified and 
measured since it the core when it comes to speech communication. There are two concepts 
that play a crucial role in both speech and hearing:  the concept of the spectrum and acoustic 
filtering [10]. The mechanism of speech propagation is sort of a connecting line that works 
with generating simple sound with various combinations of pops, hisses, and buzzers and to 
filter them by making some changes in the tongue, lips, jaw, soft palate and other articulators. 
It is also clear that the ear breaks the complex sound to single frequency components from the 
receiving end in the similar fashion that a prism breaks white light into components of various 
optical frequencies. 
 
2.5.6 Sound Propagation 
Sound wave are defined as the air pressure disturbance that is a result of movement or 
vibration. The vibrations may come from different medium like tuning fork, a guitar string, the 
column of air in an organ pipe, the head (or rim) of a snare drum, steam escaping from a 
radiator, the reed on a clarinet, the diaphragm of a loudspeaker, the vocal cords, or virtually 
anything that vibrates in a frequency range that is audible to a listener which is roughly 20 to 
20,000 cycles per second for humans. The vibration disturbance and an elastic medium (air) 
are the two conditions that are the requirements for the generation of sound wave. Figure II.10 
shows an object which is set into vibrations by being tapped at the bottom, the bar will make 
upward and downward oscillations until resistance of the bar causes the vibrations to cease. 
The graph on the right indicates visually these upwards and downward movements which 
represent simple harmonic motion creating a sine wave. Other sound wave mechanism is 
shown in figures II.11 and II.12. 
 
 
Figure 0.10: Simple Vibration Object With Simple Harmonic Motion [10]. 





Figure 0.11: Sound Waves [10]. 
 
 
Figure 0.12:Sound Wave ratholing [10]. 
 
Scientific Engineering Instruments Inc. (SEI) offers a commercial acoustic pyrometer under 
the title [10]. During work on acoustic leak detecting, it has been observed that there is a 
considerable change in the signal picked up from an operating soot blower after deposits have 
been removed, compared with the condition before soot blowing. Measuring the attenuation of 
an imposed signal in the boiler might offer a good way of detecting deposit build-up. The 
sensitivity of the method could be enhanced by careful choice of sound source characteristics, 
and a reference signal could be measured very easily to offset source strength variability.  
Attenuation of an imposed acoustic signal by deposits in boiler convective passes appears to 
be worth investigating. However, measurement of background noise attenuation as an 
indication of fouling, lacks needed sensitivity. Attenuation of a surface wave on a boiler tube 
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has also been considered but there are difficulties in distinguishing between local and 
distributed deposits [10]. 
 
Acoustic horns have been used in many applications over the years. Power plants and other 
industries have been using acoustic horns to help clean various components in their factories. 
There are many applications that uses acoustic horns  such as Air classifiers, Baghouse 
cleaning, Boiler De-slagging, boilers, cyclones, Dry Bulb material handling, ductwork, 
electrostatic precipitators, filters, ID fans, mixers and blenders, selective catalytic convertors, 
ship cargo holds, silos & hoppers, superheaters, economizers and air heaters  [21]. 
 
 Boiler de-slagging used high pressure steam and air to blow the slag formed on the boiler 
tubes which was done after an 8-hour shift [21]. This method was not efficient because the 
pressurized steam focuses on the surface. The disadvantages of the steam soot blowers were 
that it caused erosion and corrosion. Due to this disadvantage a new method was developed to 
clean soot which uses the power of a safe sonic sound waves /frequency through a horn. This 
method produced no erosion and corrosion and can operate for a few seconds/ minutes instead 
of an 8-hour shift. The sonic sound waves can clean the entire circumference of each tube [21]. 
Sonic horns are cheaper and easy to install and have a less maintenance requirements than 























Research Methodology and Material Selection 
 
 
3. Introduction    
This chapter focuses on the approach to fulfil the aim and objectives of this project.  It will 
also focus on the research methodology as well as material selection for the design of both the 
acoustic horn and a suitable beam.  
 
 
3.1 Steam Boilers at Sasol 
The Sasol Synfuels Plant in Secunda, South Africa, consists of 17 boilers in total at the power 
station, 9 at the eastern side and 8 at the western side. Each boiler produces 560 t/h of 41bar 
high-pressure superheated steam. These boilers are made up of steel tubes, inside them is water 
that is turned into steam by transferring energy from heat inside the steel tube box. For these 
boilers the source of heat is burning coal. Coal is fed from storage bankers via coal feeders to 
pulverising mills where it is grinded to fine powder known as Pulverised Fuel (P.F). Primary 
air, from a primary air fan, dries the pulverised fuel and transports it to the furnace where the 
fire is burning. Heated secondary air is forced into the boiler through ducting, dampers and 
swirl air dampers by two forced draught fans.  This air mixes with primary air and fuel mixture 
and the mixture ignites spontaneously in the boiler furnace. Two induced ducts draughts fans 
keep the furnace under suction (negative pressure) by drawing the hot gases and ash through 
the super heaters, convection banks, primary and secondary air heaters and precipitates out to 
the stack. This process is illustrated in figure III.1 [22, 17]. 
Water for the boiler is provided from waterworks plant into 9 de-aerators where oxygen is 
removed, and feed water is heated by Low Pressure (LP) steam to 115 oC. The heated water 
from the de-aerators is then fed into the boiler via feed water pumps where it is pumped at 70 
bar pressure to a common discharge header. From this each boiler taps off the water it requires. 
This water passes through a feed water station, the feed water main isolating valve (SP-01 or 
valve 500), the condenser where it is heated further and then into steam and water drum. The 
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water flows by natural circulation changing to steam in the process. The steam generated flows 
from the steam and water drum through the super heaters and out to the headers [22, 17].  
Conductivity in the water is controlled by a blow down system which continually drains away 
water from the steam and water drum. The water that is blown down from the boiler enters a 
blow down tank where, because of pressure differences, the water flashes over to LP steam. 
The LP steam goes through the LP steam header and the condensate flows back to waterworks. 
The soot blower provided in each boiler is used to blow ash off the boiler wall tubes (Short 
soot blowers), the super heater and convection tubes (longa soot blowers). High-pressure steam 
is taken from the high-pressure outlet, reduced to approximately 1000 kPa and is blown inside 
the boiler to remove ash. Air from the primary air system is used as a cooling medium to keep 




















The methodology that is used to meet the objectives of the research is as follows: 
 Building a 3D model using Autodesk inventor software. 
 Choosing suitable materials. 
 Applying static structural analysis (pressures & forces). 
 Carry out simulation and obtain principal stress, strains, deformation and Von Mises 
stress. 
 Calculating (analytically) the principal stresses, strains and Von Mises stresses. 
 Comparing the simulated results and calculated values. 
 This will be done for both the design of an acoustic horn as well as for the beam. 
 
 
3.2.1 Materials Selection for the Acoustic Horn 
The position of this acoustic horn is next to a boiler where high temperature and humidity are 
expected during the operation of the boiler. Furthermore, a lot of dust particles are   present 




Figure 0.2: Strength vs. Maximum Service Temperature of Various Materials [24]. 
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Figure III.2 shows the strength in MPa plotted against working/service temperature for all sorts 
of materials. The main requirement of our materials is that they must be strong enough to 
withstand high compressed air pressures and high temperatures. Furthermore, the materials 
must be corrosion resistant or to be coated with a corrosive resistant paint. 
 
 
3.2.2  Selected Material 
Therefore, the materials used were: 
 Stainless Steel for compressed air chamber,  
 Cast Iron for the tubes and  
 Titanium (Ti alloys) for the diaphragm due to its preferred use as a diaphragm for 
high decibel sound production. 
From the chart in figure III.2, all these metals can withstand temperatures of well above 300 
oC with stainless steel withstanding around 500 oC. The materials were assigned according to 
proximity to the hot boiler and cost reduction opportunities. 
 
 
3.2.3 Materials Selection for the Beam Tube 
Since boilers operate at high temperatures, materials with high levels of heat resistance would 
be considered. There are several materials which can be suitable for this tube but due to several 
factors such as machining, ways of manufacture, availability and the life span of the materials 
when subjected  to intense heat and vibration stresses, cast iron  is chosen to be the best fit  and 
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Table 0.1: Material Selection Table with Reasons for Selection 
Components Material Reason 
Back chamber flange. Stainless Steel High strength - Compressed air chamber 
hence pressure vessel. 
Front chamber flange. Stainless Steel High strength - Compressed air chamber 
hence pressure vessel. 
A flexible diaphragm.  Titanium  Good diaphragm material for high decibel 
sound production. 
Inlet air connector 
port. 
Stainless Steel High strength - Compressed air chamber 
hence pressure vessel. 
Tapered flow pipe 
connector. 
Cast Iron Alloy Low application, high vibration, high 
temperatures. 
Elbow pipe elbow 
connector. 
Cast Iron Alloy Low application, high vibration, high 
temperatures. 
Mounting plate fixed 
to a pipe connector. 
Mild Steel Acts as a flange hence high strength but low 
temperature. 
Hone cone/funnel. Stainless Steel Very close to boiler hence high temperature 
application, high strength for amplified sound. 
 
 
3.2.4 Selected Material  
Cast iron has a melting point 12000C [25] this is suitable for the temperature that the boilers 
work at as the proper  setting for a boiler would be at 95 MW and a temperature of 535 0C [3] 
The mechanical properties of cast iron include: hardness, toughness, ductility, elasticity, 
malleability, tensile strength and fatigue [26].  Tables II.2 and II.3 show the physical properties 
of cast iron [27, 28]. 
 







Coefficient of linear expansion at 
20 oC (um/m/ oC) 
Cast Iron  7250 1300 54.5 9 
 
 
The cast iron is a brittle material, however, as mentioned it is one of the easiest, cheapest and 
most durable materials that can be placed in proximity with the boiler. 
 




Table 0.3: Physical Properties for Cast Iron Considering Stresses 


































Design of 3D Solid Models 
 
4. Introduction 
The Acoustic horn was designed using AutoCAD Inventor 2016, where features for each 
component such as the diaphragm, the horn body, the hose and the cone funnel were modelled 
and calculated as per formulas. Each of these components had their own design constraints that 
were taken into consideration, such as operating pressures and the heat radiating from the 
boiler. An investigation for the appropriate material for each component was conducted about 
the working environment. The horn had to be able to withstand operating frequencies of 75 Hz 
without failure.  
 
 
4.1 Design of an Acoustic Horn 
 
4.1.1 Conceptual Design of Acoustic Horn 
The acoustic horn is required to create acoustic energy at a frequency of 75 Hz that will create 
pulses which will blast particles from the surface of the pipes of the boiler. Typical horns for 
this purpose usually take the shape depicted in figure IV.1. The requirement is that the horn 
must be to operate while the boiler is in operation. The horn is designed to be fitted into an 
opening on the wall or a room where the boiler is located. The funnel part of the horn faces the 
boiler whiles the compression chamber of the horn can be left outside the wall for control and 
operation of the horn. 
 




Figure 0.1: Conceptual Design of The Acoustic Horn. 
 
4.1.2  Design and Components 
Figure IV.1 is an assembled view of the acoustic horn and was created in AutoCAD Inventor 
2016, where each individual part was designed and then assembled to form the model. The 
horn consists of the following parts: 
 Back chamber flange. 
 Front chamber flange. 
 6 STN 02 1143 A M6 16 mm standard head bolts and nuts. 
 A flexible diaphragm.  
 Inlet air connector port. 
 Tapered flow pipe connector. 
 Elbow pipe elbow connector. 
 Mounting plate fixed to a pipe connector. 
 Hone cone/funnel. 









Figure IV.2 shows how the air supply unit will be connected to the horn driver, pressurizing 
the diaphragm until deflection occurs, creating a pulse of acoustic energy that is channelled 
down the barrel of the horn to the cone. This set up is the same as the set up used currently for 
soot blowers. The acoustic connection will go parallel to the current set up instead of the soot 
blower on the tip of the connection where it will be replaced by the Acoustic horn device. 
 
 
4.2 Detailed Design  
Since each component (except for bolts and nuts) are custom made, each component is to be 
machined by a highly experienced and qualified artisan or tool and die maker.  
 
 
4.2.1 Different Types of Machining Operations 
A computer numerical control (CNC) machine tool can be used for specificity and uniformity 
this machining tool can be used to selectively finish and remove piece of metal on surfaces. 
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The advantage of using a computer guided tools in modern days for machining is the 
exceptional uniformity they deliver when manufacturing numerous products with identical 
parameters and requirements. Most modern machining tools are merely upgrade of manual 
machining tools that have been around for years. A variety of designs are possible because of 
recent advancements in technology. Three primary machining processes turning, drilling, and 
milling are used as a means of removal. Each process plays a key role in how a product is 
manufactured and enhances each product’s unique properties. Figure IV.3 shows one of the 
machining tools removing pieces of metal. 
 
 




4.2.2 Driver Machining and Design  
The driver is what will produce the sound waves and is shown in figures IV.4 and IV.5. This 
was the inspiration for the design of the design. A lathe machine consisting of a rotating 
workpiece where a meta (cast iron) for the driver can be used to ensure symmetrical and 
specific shaping of the head of a driver. As the product rotates other tools are used to cut, knurl, 
drill or otherwise alter the metal. The rotation of a workpiece from the friction will bring about 
mechanism of a round uniform effect around the circumference of the pin. A drilling machine 
can be used to drill holes at the tip as the driver has two metal pieces attached together by 
means of bolts and nuts. The bolted joints to connect 2 work pieces which are flanges at the 
tip, its treads can also be done with a broaching machine with a chisel point. See figure IV.6. 
 




Figure 0.4: Sectional view of an acoustic horn driver. 
 
Since there will be high pressure air in the chambers, the chambers have been chamfered and 
smoothed out to reduce stress concentrations and stress raisers such as corners. 
 
 
4.2.3 Assembly and Attachments 
For ease of assembly and disassembly, to create no permanent joints the pipes are connected 
using a bell and spigot joint as in figure IV.5, whilst the chambers and diaphragm are connected 
by bolts and nuts as shown in figure IV.6.  
 
 




Figure 0.5: Bell and spigot joint used for pipes. 
 
 
Figure 0.6: Bolted joints used for flanges and a highlighted bell and spigot joint. 
 
 
4.2.4 Conceptual Design of Acoustic Horn 
A boiler is a closed vessel that is used to convert water inside to steam [13]. Heat is transferred 
to the water and therefore converting it into steam. There are two types of boilers: A Water-
Tube and a Fire-Tube Boiler. A fire-tube passes hot gas through many tubes which, by thermal 
conduction, heats up the water around them [13]. The water tube boiler has water inside the 
tubes and is heated by gases produced by the furnace. Therefore: 
 The Horn is placed at the centre of the beam so that the force acts evenly along the 
beam rather than towards the end of the beam. 

























Figure 0.9: Acoustic horn design stainless steel. 
 
The beam does not 
extend throughout the 
boiler  
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4.2.5 Engineering Drawings 
Engineering drawings were then generated for the assembled drawing. An overview of the 





4.2.6 Design of the Beam 
Boilers are clean from the soot, slag and scale when new. However, soot and slag  are a mixture 
of solid carbon, ash and molten ash that sticks to the fire side of the tube and prevents heat  
from being transferred into the tubes [29]. The type of materials that must be used in designing 
a beam is very important. The beam should represent the tubes of the boiler. The material, its 
length, size and shape should be the same as that in the boiler. This is because  the force  with 
which the sound waves hit the beam (boiler tubes) needs to be calculated and  determine if the 
force is strong enough to remove  soot /slag  formed on the tube such as illustrated in figure 
IV.11 [29].  
Figure 0.10: Engineering drawing of the assembled acoustic horn. 





Figure 0.11: The boiler tube depicting soot formation around. 
 
 
4.3  Detailed Calculations  
 Table IV.1 show the mechanical material properties used to carry out the calculations: 
 
Table 0.1: Properties of material 






Titanium 116 0.34 4500 
Stainless steel 193 0.29 8000 
Cast iron 180 0.287 7220 
 
 
The following were kept constant throughout the calculations: 
Frequency: f = 75Hz 
Power output: Pout =147 dBs 
Pressure: P = 5.52 bar = 552 kPa 
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4.3.1  Diaphragm: Material- Titanium 
 
 
Figure 0.12: Titanium diaphragm. 
 
Radius R =? 
Thickness t = 0.001m 
Young’s Modulus E = 116Gpa 
Poisson’s ratio v = 0.34 
Constant C2 = 2.94 [where C is a constant] 
Frequency f = 75 Hz 











                                           (IV.1) 
 
Hence: 







          (IV.2) 
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R = 0.1835 m = 183.5 mm 
 
This is the radius of the diaphragm required to produce a frequency of 75Hz. 
 
 
4.3.2 Front Flange: Material- Stainless Steel 
 
 
Figure 0.13: Front flange connected to the diaphragm. 
 
Length =? 
Thickness t = 0.003m 
E = 193 GPa 
Poisson ratio v = 0.29 
C1 = 2.68 
F = 75 Hz 
P = 8000 kg/m3 
m0 = p×A = 8000 × A = 7220A kg/m
2 
A = section area = L × t  
I = L×t3/12 











          (IV.3) 
 
Hence: 









          (IV.4) 
 












L = 0.0769 m = 76.9 mm       … Min length required  
 
Therefore, calculating the critical stress at the assumed critical point, highlighted on figure 
IV.13. 
 
P = 5.52 bar = 552 kPa 
Radius = b = 8.5mm = 0.00855 m 



















= Stress at the closed end. 
 
The circumferential stress is taken as the critical stress at 0.787 MPa. 
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4.3.3 Pipe on the Front Flange: Material: Cast Iron 
 
 




Thickness t = 0.003m 
E = 180 Gpa 
Poisson ratio v = 0.287 
C1 = 2.68 
F = 75 Hz 
m0 = p×A = 7220 × A = 7220A kg/m
2 
A = section area = L × t  
I = L×t3/12 
 
But:  






          (IV.5)   
 
Hence: 









          (IV.6) 
 







2 × 0.003 × 7220
4
 




L = 0.245 m = 245mm 
 
This is the minimum length required to transmit a frequency. Therefore, calculating the critical 
stress at the assumed critical points, highlighted in figure IV.14: 
 
P = 5.52 bar = 552 kPa 
Radius 1 = b1 = 10 mm = 0.001 m 



















= Stress at the closed end. 
 
The radial stress at the smaller diameter of 20 mm will be taken into consideration as one of 
the critical stresses. 
 
P = 5.52 bar = 552 kPa 
Radius 2 = b2 = 14.86 mm = 0.001486 m 
Thickness = t = 3mm = 0.003 m 
 

















= Stress at the closed end. 
 
The radial stress at the larger diameter of 29.726 mm will be taken into consideration as one 
of the critical stresses which is the same as the critical stress at the smaller diameter. Therefore, 
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4.3.4 Pipe Curve: Material-Cast Iron 
 
 
Figure 0.15: Pipe curve made of cast iron 
 
Length =? 
Thickness t = 0.003m 
E = 180 GPa 
Poisson ratio v = 0.287 
C1 = 2.68 
F = 75 Hz 
m0 = p×A = 7220 × A = 7220A kg/m
2 
A = section area = L × t  
I = L×t3/12 
 
But: 






          (IV.7) 
 
Hence: 









          (IV.8) 
 















L = 0.245 m = 245mm 
Therefore, calculating the critical stress at the assumed critical points, highlighted on figure 
IV.15. 
 
P = 5.52 bar = 552 kPa 
Radius = b = 14.86 mm = 0.001486 m 



















= Stress at the closed end. 
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4.3.5  Pipe Connecting the Support Bracket 
 
 
Figure 0.16: Mounting bracket and pipe made from cast iron. 
 
Length =? 
Thickness t = 0.003m 
E = 180 GPa 
Poisson ratio v = 0.287 
C1 = 2.68 
f = 75 Hz 
m0 = p×A = 7220 × A = 7220A kg/m
2 
A = section area = L × t  
I = L×t3/12 
 
But: 






          (IV.9) 
 
Hence: 









           (IV.10) 















L = 0.245 m = 245mm. 
 
Minimum length required. Therefore, calculating the critical stress at the assumed critical 
points, highlighted on figure V.5, due to the wall mounting and pressure acting in the pipe: 
 
P = 5.52 bar = 552 kPa 
Radius = b = 14.86 mm = 0.001486 m 



















= Stress at the closed end. 
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4.3.6 Cone: Material: Stainless Steel 
 
 
Figure 0.17: Stainless steel acoustic cone. 
 
Length =? 
Thickness t = 0.003m 
E = 193 GPa 
Poisson ratio v = 0.29 
C1 = 3.52 
f = 75 Hz 
ρ = 8000 kg/m3 
m0 = p×A = 8000 × A = 7220A kg/m
2 
A = section area = L × t  
I = L×t3/12. 
 
But: 






                  (11) 
 
Hence: 









             (IV.11) 
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L = 0.088 m = 88 mm. 
 
Min length required. Therefore, calculating the critical stress at the assumed critical points, in 
figure IV.17, due to the wall mounting and pressure acting in the pipe: 
 
P = 5.52 bar = 552 k𝑃a 
Radius = b = 14.86 mm = 0.001636 m 



















= Stress at the closed end. 
 
The circumferential stress will be taken into consideration as one of the critical stresses at 
0.301 M𝑃a. 
 
Table 0.2: Critical stress results for the components 
Components σϴ (MPa) or (MPa) σz (MPa) 
Front Flange 0.787 0.279 0 
Pipe on front Flange 0.184 & 0.2734 0.279 & 0.279 0 
Pipe curve 0.2734 0.279 0 
Mounting bracket 1.6404 0.279 0 
Cone 0.301 0.279 0 
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4.3.7 Detailed Calculations for the Beam  
 
E = 130 GPa 
Beam is circular, for even distribution of force 
I circular = 
𝜋
4




 (0.0154-0.01254)  
= 0.020586 x10^-6 m4 
 
C1 for a beam fixed at both ends = 192 




           (IV.13) 
 
Assuming beam mass to be = 4.633 kg 




           
= 6.177 Kg/m 
 






         (IV.14) 
 





6.1773 𝑥 3^4 
  
= 70.67 Hz 
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For the f force of 40N:  
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝐹×𝐿
8
                   
     (IV.15) 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
40×3
8
                     
 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
15𝑁
𝑚
                     
 










𝜎 = 10.9329 𝑀𝑃𝑎  
 










𝛿 = 2.1024 𝑚𝑚  
 
 
For the force 80 N: 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝐹×𝐿
8
                     
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
80×3
8
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𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
30𝑁
𝑚
                      
 









𝜎 = 21.86 𝑀𝑃𝑎  
 









𝛿 = 4.203 𝑚𝑚  
 
For the force 220 N 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝐹×𝐿
8
                  
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
220×3
8
                     














𝜎 = 60.13𝑀𝑃𝑎  
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𝛿 = 11.57𝑚𝑚  
 
For the force 225 N 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝐹×𝐿
8
            


















𝜎 = 61.479 𝑀𝑃𝑎  
 









𝛿 = 11.82 𝑚𝑚  
 
For the force 440N 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
440×𝐿
8
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𝜎 = 120.22𝑀𝑃𝑎  
 
 









𝜎 = 120.22 𝑀𝑃𝑎  
 









𝛿 = 23.12 𝑚𝑚  
 
For the force 820N 
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𝜎 = 224.06𝑀𝑃𝑎  
 



























Result Analysis and Discussions 
 
5. Introduction 
The tests and calculations were performed to determine the critical points, stresses and physical 
restraints such as size, diameters and length. The calculations restraints are the resonant 
frequency of 75 Hz, the operating pressure which is 5,52 bar and the output sound pressure 
level which is 147 dB.  From these constraints the necessary diameter and thickness of the 
diaphragm and other components are determined. The simulations were carried out at the 
critical points which were assumed as the points of failure and designed to be the easiest to 
maintain and replace. The stress analysis was conducted on each component of the acoustic air 
horn, with its preferred material. The operating pressure is used as the force acting on each 
component. The component that was mostly likely to fail from the results obtained was then 
analysed and discussed. 
 
5.1 Discussion of Calculation Results 
The results obtained from the calculations act as guideline on what the minimum and maximum 
requirements are for each component of the specified material. Analysing the results of the 
titanium diaphragm it is observed that for a frequency of 75Hz a certain diameter for the 1mm 
thick disk is required. An exact diameter of 367 mm is required to resonate the specified 
frequency throughout the acoustic device. The diameter can be reduced by reducing the 
thickness of the disk, but due to the difficulty of manufacturing such a thin disk a thickness of 
1mm is to be considered the minimum as per calculation for figure V.1. 
With the analysis of the other components minimum lengths are required to resonate the 
specified frequency. The minimum length of the cone figure V.6 is of concern as it is directly 
proportional to the increase in diameter, which aids in amplifying the sound coming out of the 
acoustic air horn. 
Analysing the results obtained from the critical stress calculations, it is seen that the two most 
critical regions are the front flange figure V.3, connected to the vibrating diaphragm and the 
mounting plate-pipe intersection. These two circumferential stresses are the critical stresses 
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that need to be taken into consideration when designing the respective components, which will 
therefore affect the factor of safety for each component.  
From the critical stress calculations, the mounting plate-pipe intersection figure V.5, has the 
highest stress concentration, this being 1.6404 MPa. This is the most critical component 
because it is the most likely to fail. 
 
5.2  Simulation of Models 
To make the simulation easier, critical components of the acoustic horn are identified and 




The applied pressure on the diaphragm was simulated with a pressure of 552 kPa acting on the 
diaphragm. The holes and the surface covered by the flange was kept as the fixed geometry as 




Figure 0.1: Snapshot of the simulation of the diaphragm. 





The pressure acting inside the walls of the chamber was simulated by applying the pressure in 





Figure 0.2:  Simulation of the chamber. 
  




5.2.3 Mounting Plate 
The mounting plate is used to fix the acoustic horn on the wall opening of the boiler. This 
implies that the plate will absorb the vibrations induced by the horn. This was simulated with 
a longitudinal force originating from the driver pushing forward. The holes were used as the 




Figure 0.3: Snapshot of the simulation for the mounting plate. 
 
5.2.4 Summary Discussion of Simulation  
Analysing the results from the simulation, the three most critical components were considered. 
The diaphragm has the highest stress concentration due to the frequency it produces by 
vibrating under the applied pressure. The pressure acts directly on the flexible plate inducing 
the high stress concentration, but the plate is designed for this purpose and is the reason behind 
it being made of titanium which has the mechanical properties to handle these stresses. 
From the stress analysis on the front flange and the mounting plate it is seen that there are two 
other critical regions. One being on the inside of the pressure vessel containing the diaphragm 
and the other on the mounting plate bolts. The one that is of concern is on the inside of the 
front flange/pressure vessel.  
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When the two approaches of calculation and simulation are compared it is seen that the 
diaphragm and the mounting plate are the most critical components, one must be designed to 
handle the simulated conditions, and the other can be redesigned to function safely. 
 
5.3 Testing and Simulation of Beam 
The beam/tube must be able to withstand the sound waves travelling through it as well as its 
own gravitational weight. The frequency must be converted into a force and added to the 
weight of the beam which will give a total deflection of the beam and thus it can be showed 
how the beam will vibrate, as shown in Figure V.5. The beam is constrained on both sides as 
it is welded onto the side housing of the boiler as illustrated in Figure V.6. When the horn 
blows the vibration / sound waves / force will pass along the tubes allowing it to vibrate just 
enough to remove the slag /ash/soot off the beam.  
 
 
Figure 0.4: Showing how the beam should react: to vibrations. 
 
 











The beam/tube must be able to withstand the sound waves travelling through it as well as its 
own gravitational weight. 
 
 
5.3.1 Detailed Discussion on Beam Calculations  
A beam that under any force will have a bending moment that will ultimately cause a   
deflection in the beam. The beam that is fixed at both ends will have a maximum deflection in 
the centre of the beam. Maximum deflection will occur where the force is applied if the force 
applied is strong enough the beam will vibrate with the same deflection in both directions. 
Therefore, dirt or other small particles on the beam will be removed due the vibration. The 
beam must ultimately be strong enough to withstand the vibrational force the frequency is 
transmitting as well as withstand any “natural” conditions it is placed in.  
The frequency from the horn causes a force that will “hit “the beam causing the bean to vibrate. 
The beam will be under a bending force which causes a deflection. The calculations show that 
the force of 253.139N will induce vibration in the beam with a horn frequency of 75Hz. The 
natural frequency established in the calculations show that the beam will start to vibrate at a 
frequency of 70Hz therefore the horn frequency is sufficient /strong enough to remove slag.  
It was found that the best force to vibrate the beam is the 225N because beyond that the beam 
may not be able to withstand the vibration. Any force greater than 500N will be dangerous to 
beam. The beam is set to be working with a factor of safety of 2 to compensate for any increase 
in stress more than the defined working stress. This will give the safety assurance of the beam 
and maintain its stability throughout. The working stress is defined below the allowable stress 
due to 225N.  
Figure 0.5: The inside of a boiler. 
The tubes in a boiler 
welded on plate 
housing of boiler  
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5.3.2  Simulation of Model  
The simulation was done on inventor professional at different forces that acted on the beam 
which were 40N, 80N, 160N,220N, 225N, 440N and 820N.  
 
 
Figure 0.6: Figure showing how all simulations were run in inventor. 
 
The simulations showed the frequency produced at a specific force. This allowed the use of 
similarity law to find the frequency in the beam that the horn will cause a frequency of 75Hz. 
  
45.8N=13.47Hz  
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Table 0.1: Material properties from Inventor 
Name Iron, Cast 
General Mass Density 7.15 g/cm^3 
Yield Strength 758 MPa 
Ultimate Tensile Strength 884 MPa 
Stress Young's Modulus 120.5 GPa 
Poisson's Ratio 0.3 ul 
Shear Modulus 46.3462 GPa 




Figure 0.7: Displacement profiles. 
 
 








Figure 0.9: The beam while vibrating. 
 
Von Mises theory was not used when calculating the values, we wanted to compare the Von 
Mises to a direct way of calculating stress and see how they vary. The direct method in section 
V.3.1 proved to have a direct proportion between applied force and displacement Table V.6, 
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The graph in figure V.17 shows direct proportionality of the calculated values and simulated 
values, they are both linear positively. Graph shows that the stress and deflection calculated 
showed a maximum deflection of 26.2866mm for the simulated and 43.088mm for calculated 
values at the force of 820 applied. Also indicated on table 10 for Simulation Outputs 
Summarized and table 11 for calculated values summarised respectively. The simulations 
represented by the deflection and the stress show how if a vibrational force is applied to the 
beam the waveform generated will also affect a beam and remove slag. Figures V.17, V.18 
Mass (Kg)  Magnitude of the 
Force (N)  
Displacement (mm)  Von Mises Stress 
(Mpa) 
4.63287 40 1.12243 Min=0.0155278 
Max=8.97296 
80 2.50447 Min=0.0244786 
Max=17.9196 
220 7.0272 Min=0.0843262 
Max=48.1572 
225 9.24558 Min=0.118846 
Max=61.1562 
440 17.6772 Min= 0.0955168 
Max=118.298 
820 26.2866 Min=0.312611 
Max=182.653 
Mass (Kg)  Magnitude of the 
Force (N)  
Displacement (mm)  Stress (Mpa) 
4.63287 40 2.1024 Max=10.9329 
80 4.203 Max=21.86 
220 11.57 Max=60.13 
225 11.82 Max=61.479 
440 23.12 Max=120.22 
820 43.088 Max=224.06 
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and V.19 shows that when the beam is vibrating it may reach the same deflection in the upward 
direction.  In the stress vs force graph figure V.18, there is a clear statistical agreement in the 
trends between 220 N and 440 N where the two graphs show the same trend. 
 





























Displacment Vs Force 
Displacment (Calculated ) Displacment (Simulated )




Figure 0.11: Stress v force. 
 
 




















Stress Vs Force 





























Stress Vs Displacment 
Calculated values Simulated values




5.3.3  Summary on Simulated and Calculation Graphs and Tables 
The displacement ultimately shows that the beam will bend when the force of the horn is 
applied on the beam.   It is assumed that the same displacement will occur in the opposite 
direction. The stresses and factor of safety shows that the beam is both safe and not in a 
dangerous region which is indicated by the low stress region. The stress will intensify as it 
approaches the centre of the beam because that is where the maximum moment and force will 
be applied. 
Graph on figure V.17 shows the relationship between the force and displacement when 
compared to graph two in figure V.18 it is found that they are similar because the forces and 
stresses are linearly proportional, and this can be seen from graph three in figure V.19. Graphs 
on these figures V.17 and V.19 can also represented a stress strain graph because strain is 
calculated by displacement. The graphs in these figures show a fracture point for simulated 
values and not for the calculated values because the values calculated  did not take into 
consideration all three principal stresses and thus not giving  an accurate value whereas in 
simulation the program takes into consideration  the strain caused by the force.   
In comparison of the two approaches it is found that the simulation approach is very fast, easy 
and gives a broader view of how the forces interact with the body. This interaction can be seen 
visually and can be easily interpreted. This approach can be very effective when solving most 
complex situations. This approach is fast and still has a high accuracy. The manual calculations 
take a long time to complete and does not look at the problem in complete detail as the 
simulation rather it looks at the direct effect the force will cause. This approach is not so 
accurate as it involves human error and rounding off values. However, the calculated values 
presented in table 11 are almost the same and matched the displacement values with a slight 












Acoustics Testing of Model Using Plant Conditions 
 
6. Introduction 
Superheated steam from the boiler outlet HP header is used as blowing medium to clean the 
tubes. The steam is taken off at a pressure of 4150kPa and a temperature of 435ºC and is 
reduced via an adjusting screw at the poppet valve to a pressure of between 800-1100kpa. The 
HP steam lines are kept free of condensate by steam traps on the drain lines situated on the 
first level east and west side of the boiler. Any condensate entering the soot blower will mix 
with the ash and cause clinkers. The superheated steam is also used as a cooling medium while 
passing through the soot blower lance. The steam temperature is ± 310ºC compared to ± 
1081ºC and 646ºC in the boiler so even though it is hot it helps to keep the lance cool. If a soot 
blower lance gets stuck inside the boiler, for any reason this ensure that the steam to the soot 
blower always remains open. While the soot blower is stuck in the boiler with the steam 
isolated will result in the lance overheating and bend and maybe even burn off and fall into the 
drag-chain where it can cause damage, see figure VI.1. 
 
 
Figure 0.1: Soot blower system currently used at SASOL. 
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6.1 Design of 3D Solid Model Simulated on a Single Tube 
A model on a tube designed was done using AutoCAD Inventor 2016, where parameters used 
were for the Acoustic horn and beam modelled. The design and operating pressure that were 
used are on table 12 resembling the real condition inside the boiler as well as its heat radiation. 
The materiel used is carbon-molybdenum steel which is an alloy working environment of the 
tube [35]. The range of 58-85 Hz frequency was used to be able to withstand operating 
frequencies of 75 Hz without failure as per the same frequency used for the design of the 
Acoustic horn and the beam. Assuming the same arrangement of piping as of the soot blower 
system the acoustic horn can go parallel with them as per figure VI.3. 
 
 
6.1.1 Layout of the Plant and Parameters Used to Simulate on the Pipe Using 
Real Conditions 
At time of the simulation the operating steam pressure measured was 4250kPa on that single 
superheater tube, which was still an acceptable pressure since the design pressure is still above 
which is 5650kPa. The operating temperature was 435oC which is also an acceptable operating 
temperature if compared to design temperature of 440oC of the tube. In the real plant practice 
a Carbon Steel Seamless Tubes (DIN 17175 15Mo3) are used with 4,5mm thickness of the 
pipe refer to table VI.1 [35]. 
 
Table 0.1: Design and operating conditions used for simulation 
Design Pressure [kPa] 5650 
Design Temperature [°C] 440 
Operating Pressure [kPa] 4250 
Operating Temperature [°C 435 
Medium Superheated Steam 
Material of construction DIN 17175 15Mo3 
Thickness of the material 4.5 mm 
 
 
Figure VI.2 is an illustration of the Babcock boiler plant with all its components and their 
functions. This consists of 4 level burners that brings about evaporation by heating up the tubes 
on the walls of the boiler containing water to create steam. Those are the same tubes that 
accumulates soot which uses soot blowers for cleaning. 





Figure 0.2: Labelled layout of the boiler plant (Appendix X.1). 
 
Figure VI.3 is a photo of how the soot blower tubing is arranged form the outside of the boiler 
interring the boiler.  




Figure 0.3: Layout of the soot blower piping (Appendix X.6). 
 
6.1.2  The Arrangement of the Pipes 
Figure VI.4 is the configuration of single tube arrangement inside the boiler form the short 
ones to the long ones. 
 
 
Figure 0.4: Convection tubes arrangement inside the boiler (Appendix X.7). 
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Figure VI.5 are the superheater tubes and their arrangement inside the boiler. 
 
       
Figure 0.5: Superheater tubes (Appendix X.8) .     Figure 0.6: Soot blower system (Appendix X.9). 
 





Figure 0.7: Soot blower sequencing (Appendix X.10). 
 
6.1.3 Mechanical Flow Diagram 
Figure VI.8 shows the configuration of the boiler plant with its all utilities and how they 
connect to the boiler  




Figure 0.8: Mechanical flow diagram of soot blower (appendix x.11). 
 
6.1.4 Simulations Using Real Conditions on the Tubes 
A single tube was taken with all its conditions and materials from the manufacturer, refer to 
table 12. A material that is being used is DIN 17175 15Mo3 seamless steel pipe. DIN 17175 
15Mo3 seamless steel pipes is used on boiler installations in the Power plant due to the material 
being suitable to handle high pressure piping and tank constructions and special machinery for 
high temperature and high-pressure installations [35].  
 




Figure 0.9: Single pipe extracted for simulation. 
 
 
Table 0.2: DIN 17175 15Mo3 seamless steel pipe chemical composition 



































































St35.8 360-480 ≥235 ≥25 
St45.8 410-530 ≥255 ≥21 
15mo3 450-600 ≥270 ≥20 
13CrMo44 440-590 ≥290 ≥20 
10CrMo910 450-600 ≥280 ≥18 





6.2 Simulation Report  
Table 15 is the general setting taken form the programme for simulations. 
  
Table 0.4: General objective and settings 
Design Objective Parametric Dimension 
Simulation Type Modal Analysis 
Last Modification Date 2019/02/10, 13:36 
Number of Modes 12 
Frequency Range 50 - 75 
Compute Preloaded Modes No 
Enhanced Accuracy No 
 
Table 16 id the mesh settings of the model consisting of element size, grading factor and 
turning angle. 
 
Table 0.5: Mesh settings 
Avg. Element Size (fraction of 
model diameter) 
0,08 
Min. Element Size (fraction of 
avg. size) 
0,2 
Grading Factor 1,5 
Max. Turn Angle 60 deg 
Create Curved Mesh Elements Yes 
 
Table 17 is the material information, which was selected form the simulations, since there is 








Table 0.6: Material information 
Name Steel ASTM A36 
General 
Mass Density 7,85 g/cm^3 
Yield Strength 248,225 MPa 
Ultimate Tensile Strength 399,9 MPa 
Stress 
Young's Modulus 199,959 GPa 
Poisson's Ratio 0,3 ul 
Shear Modulus 76,9073 GPa 
 
 
6.2.1 Selected Face(s) 
Figure VI.17 to VI.17 shows simulations using the load type a pressure of 5.750 MPa 
magnitude, because this is always the most critical component that is present in the tubes in 
boiler plant. A constraint that was applied is fixing both end the tube as well as the centre since 
inside the boiler the tubes are fixed by welds forming part of boiler wall. The frequency range 
is shown below which a close approximation to the frequencies is used for the acoustic horn 
and the beam (60-75 Hz) since they experience the same conditions in the plant. 
 
Table 0.7: Design and operating conditions used for simulation 
Design Pressure [kPa] 5650 
Design Temperature [°C] 440 
Operating Pressure [kPa] 4250 
Operating Temperature [°C 435 
Medium Superheated Steam 
Material of construction DIN 17175 15Mo3 (Steel ASTM A36) 












6.3.1 Parametric Configuration 
Table 24 and 25 are the frequency, volume and mass resulting from the simulations which 
are parametric configurations. 
 
Table 0.8: Frequency value(s) 
F1 58,72 Hz 




Table 0.9: Result summary 
Name Result Value 
Volume 17942800 mm^3 
Mass 140,851 kg 
 
 
6.3.2 Simulation Results 
Figure VI.10 (X and Y) shows simulations using the load type a pressure of 5.750 MPa 
magnitude, because this is always the most critical component that is present in the tubes in 
boiler plant. Then further a constraint that was applied is fixing both end for the tube as well 
as the centre since inside the boiler the tubes are fixed by welds forming part of boiler wall. 
The frequency range as per table 20 which covers the frequencies used for the acoustic horn 
and the beam (60-75 Hz) since they experience the same conditions in the plant. 
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Figure 0.10: F1 58,72 Hz Displacement. 
 
  
Figure 0.11:F1 58,72 Hz X – Displacement. 
    
Figure 0.12:F1 58,72 Hz Y Displacement. 




    
Figure 0.13:F1 58,72 Hz Z Displacement. 
 
   
Figure 0.14:F2 59,89 Hz Displacement. 
  
Figure 0.15:F2 59,89 Hz X Displacement 





Figure 0.16:F2 59,89 Hz Y Displacement. 
 
  
Figure 0.17: F2 59, 89 Hz Z Displacement. 
 
The vibrations and sound waves may cause other different type of risks to the whole structure 
itself because of its design unless a new boiler that considers the problems of acoustic is being 
designed. It is advised that improvements be done on the current design or combination of the 
soot blowing and acoustic may be used [35].  
 
6.4 Conclusion and Recommendation 
 
6.5 Relating to Design 
The overall design consists of compressed air entering a chamber and pushing against a 
diaphragm causing it to deflect. When the diaphragm deflects, the compressed air flows 
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quickly into a pipe, being accelerated by the diaphragm to produce a pulse. The pulse travels 
through the pipe and is amplified by the cone to a bigger pulse that may be enough to blast 
particles off the pipes.  
 
6.6 Conclusions 
Stress raisers arise due to factors such as the presence of a hole, sharp corner, and minimum 
cross-sectional area and contact points. Most of these were mitigated by chamfering the 
geometry, however, certain points still experience the most stress. 
 





Figure 0.18 Stress concentration due to hole. 
 
The mounting plate will be used to fix the acoustic horn on the wall opening of the boiler. This 
implies that the plate will absorb some of the vibrations induced by the horn. The vibration 
will be transferred to the holes where the bolts will be fixed and hence it can be seen than the 
edges on the holes will become stress raisers. 




Figure 0.19 Stress raiser due to sharp edges.  
 
Another stress raiser will be on the entry of the compressed air located on the chamber. Since 
pressure pushes in all directions, the stress induced will be concentrated on the sharp edge of 
the hole. This stress will not be critical since it is well below the yield point of the plate 
material. Furthermore, the 6 bolts design will allow the forces and shocks to be absorbed 
evenly between the bolts. It is recommended that vibrating dampeners be implemented on the 
surface between the plate and the wall. 
 
6.6.1.2 Inlet Hole 
The machining on this part will determine whether it will be possible to chamfer the edge or 
not. Otherwise an increase in thickness should mitigate any stress that rise above the yield 
stress. It was discussed in-depth in chapter 3 which materials will be suitable and why. A 
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Table 0.10: Material selection 
Components Material Reason 
Back chamber 
flange. 








Titanium  Good diaphragm material for high decibel 
sound production. 
Inlet air connector 
port. 
Stainless Steel High strength - Compressed air chamber hence 
pressure vessel. 




Low application, high vibration, high 
temperatures. 




Low application, high vibration, high 
temperatures. 
Mounting plate fixed 
to a pipe connector. 
Mild Steel Acts as a flange hence high strength but low 
temperature. 
Hone cone/funnel. Stainless Steel Very close to boiler hence high temperature 
application, high strength for amplified sound. 
 
The beam that must be chosen must be able to withstand the high temperatures, high pressure 
flow of water tubes as well as the vibration given off by the acoustic horn.  Brittle materials 
are suitable for this type of design as the ductile materials tend to change shape very easily at 
higher temperature which boiler operate at. The material must be able to expand and contract 
significantly as well to last long under these conditions.  From the interpretation of the graphs 
we found that when regarding the displacement and stress graph proved to show that the 
calculated values matched the simulated values even though the stress varied. The graphs 
showed that the stresses calculated are higher when using volumes,  with a greater deflection 
of 43.088mm compared to the 26.2886mm. it is  noted that the stress graphs prove that von 
mises and direct calculated correlate as there is only a small difference between simulated 
values and calculated values.   
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Taking into consideration that the deflection and the maximum stress will change do the length 
of the beam and the thickness of the beam. The beam chosen was the maximum size in diameter 
therefor the frequency that is going through the smaller tubed will still be able to remove 
slag/soot whether be dry or wet. 
 
We can see that the form graphs we have a linear graph for stress and displacement this is true 
because the formulas given proved their proportionality. Graph 2 showed the relationship 
between force and stress this proved visually that fracture point can occur therefore giving us 
our range of forces that the beam can work at before fracture which is between 220N and 500N.  
 
The material that was selected was appropriate for the project as cast-iron beams today are 
used in boilers with chemical composition name DIN 17175 15Mo3. The cast iron beam even 
though is brittle material is can still withstand high temperature and a considerably high 
amount of vibration before fracturing. Brittle material was chosen because under high 
temperature ductile material will tend to expand drastically before fracturing and that is not 
good for the flow of water and fire moving through the tubes.  
 
The location of the stress in the simulation was correct as the stress was maximum where the 
force was applied. The maximum stress of 182.088Mpa and a mass deflection of 26.2866mm 
for the simulated values and with direct calculating of stress we get a max stress of 224.06Mpa 
and deflection of 48.088mm. This deflection is enough to remove the slag and soot of the 
beams. The best force of 225N and a max stress of 61.1562Mpa and deflection 9.24mm. Based 
on the results obtained from the simulation and calculation, the applied force increases 
deflection as the stress approaches fracture. However, the graphs and calculations showed that 
the maximum safe stress is 225N but can withstand values above this frequency. This allows 
the beam to vibrate without fracture under the 75Htz therefore it is concluded that the beam is 




 The acoustic horn is to be used during operation of the boiler. This report covered 
simulations of the stresses that will be induced by the air pressure and the vibration of 
the horn. It is recommended that the temperature effect of the horn also be simulated 
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using a suitable package. Thermal expansion should also be simulated and considered 
in the design. 
 It is recommended that optimizations be performed on the acoustic horn in order to 
reduce material wastage and hence not over design the horn. 
 It is recommended that the maximum force and stress will not be used as this can affect 
longevity of the beam as to strong stress and force therefore to much vibration will 
Couse the beam to fracture quicker and easier.  
 It is recommended to place the horn such that the vibration get distributed evenly 
throughout the beam. 
 Cast-iron material is recommended to be used and was appropriate material for the 
beam with chemical composition name DIN 17175 15Mo3. It proved to withstand high 
temperature and considerable high amount of vibrations before fracture. Brittle 
materiel is preferred because under high temperature it has a limit when it comes to 
expansion unlike ductile materiel. 
 It is recommended to construct this design and do a field test to assess its permeance. 
although this is a conceptual design, it would be helpful to do a physical model of the 




















Cost Analysis of Boiler Maintenance at SASOL 
 
 
7. Direct Cost Analysis 
This part chapter illustrates what the company is currently spending in terms of maintenance 
per year per boiler on weekly basis of each boiler general overhaul (GO), excluding 
breakdowns. All maintenance being done and contributing inputs that need to be taken into 
consideration during a GO. Table VII.1 among other things shows how much cost is allocated 
to soot blowers, the commitment as well as the actual that is spent, this was taken on weekly 
basis referring to appendix X.2, X.3, X.4 and X.5. It is showing a 4-weekly look of overspent 
on certain areas one of them being the superheated tubes. The table also continues to illustrate 
budget versus actual on superheater tubes and piping in general in the mud drums. 
 












Table VII.1 illustrates the cost of soot blower repairs which exceeds the budgeted amount of 
R1 000 000 by an amount of R428 884,73 in variance, taken on the second week of the General 
Overhaul (GO). Soot blowers being the actual technology used for dislodging ash from boiler 
Non-Pressure Parts 
Activity Budget Cost Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance 
Structures R 2 550 000,00 R 457 298,41 R 2 092 701,59 
De-Asher / Drag chain R 6 000 000,00 R 1 987 303,37 R 4 012 696,63 
Burners R 5 433 092,00 R3 681 748,78 R 1 751 343,22 
Soot blowers R 1 000 000,00 R 1 428 884,73 R -428 884,73 
Fan Runner/Silencers R 2 500 000,00 R 1 160 210,58 R 1 339 789,42 
Mechanical 
Precip/Hydrovacs 
R 2 300 000,00 R1 349 392,51 R 950 607,49 
Scoop plates/Air 
heater/Rearpass Roof 
R 15 450 000,00 R11 756 790,18 R 3 693 209,82 
Total R 35 233 092,00 R 21 821 628,56 R 13 411 463,44 
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tubes, themselves contributes to high repair costs because of failures, sometimes rapture 
failures. Soot blower failure also has direct impact on boiler tube erosion depending on the 
type of failure, which mostly is being stuck in one position as a result giving excess pressure 
to the tube and weakens the strength of the materiel for tube walls [36]. 
 













Table VII.2 shows Pressure Parts, amongst those them is superheater tubes repair which is the 
second highest on the budget first one being convections and mud drum tubes with a budget 
of R17 800 000,00. The superheater tubes are already exceeding the budget by two and half 
million South African Rands per week. This forms part of the tubes inside the boiler which 
needs to be repaired because of the exposure to soot blowers and burners in the period of 48 
months. Already in a week for a budget of 50 919 502.53 the spent committed is getting very 
close to half of budgeted amount by a variance of  R29 704 191.18 this outage is a 90 days 
outage which means it will last for 12 weeks, and  this is just a second week [36]. 
 
Pressure Parts 
Activity Budget Cost Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance 
Sidewalls R 7 800 000,00 R 44 681,00 R 7 755 319,00 
Vent Silencer R 1 500 000,00 R 97 069,20 R 1 402 930,80 
PSV's R 1 000 000,00 R 116 210,31 R 883 789,69 
Convections, mud 
drums & wings 
R 17 800 000,00 R 914 500,43 R 16 885 499,57 
Piping/Pipe Repairs R 4 500 000,00 R 1 171 554,65 R 3 328 445,35 
Flash tank R 800 000,00 R 60 910,89 R 739 089,11 
Superheaters R 15 300 000,00 R 17 864 735,80 R -2 564 735,80 
Attemperator R 1 219 502,53 R 337 535,64 R 881 966,89 
Mechanical Valves R 1 000 000,00 R 608 113,43 R    391 886,57 
Cooling Air Fans R - R - R - 
Total R 50 919 502,53 R 21 215 311,35 R 29 704 191,18 
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7.1 Indirect Contributors to Keep Soot Blowers Running  
Table VII.3 is the cost of electrical repairs by the service provider who does welding on tubes, 
sectional replacement, and so on which also shows an overdraft of more than R1 091 18058 
from a budget of R3 000 000. 
 








Table IV.4 is the cost for Instrument services, testing repairs and renewal of technologies and 
programmes. Instrument controls the operation of the soot blower system in certain interval 
because they are timed to avoid continuous exposure on the boiler tubes as a result which 
causes erosion. The instrument service also shows an overdraft from a budget of R2 500 
000.00, where a R5 654 848.89 was spent or committed with the variance of R3 154 848.89 
overdraft a week. 
 







Activity Budget Cost Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance 
Electrical Precips R 5 000 000.00 R 4 928 096.92 R 71 903.08 
Electrical Motors R 5 000 000.00 R 700 582.74 R 4 299 417.26 
Electrical Switchgear R 3 000 000.00 R 454 503.95 R 2 545 496.05 
Service Provider Electrical Service R 3 000 000.00 R 4 091 180.58 R -1 091 180.58 
Total R 16 000 000.00 R 10 174 364.19 R 5 825 635.81 
Instrumental 
Activity Budget Cost Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance 
Instruments R 13 650 000.00 R 4 959 057.99 R 8 690 942.01 
Instrument Services R 2 500 000.00 R 5 654 848.89 R -3 154 848.89 
Instrument Mills R - R - R - 
Total R 16 150 000.00 R 10 613 906.88 R 5 536 093.12 
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Table VII.5 is an illustration of the technical costs which includes drawings for any 
modification work, change of materiel on the tubes as well as boiler hangers which is not so 
bad in terms of what was budgeted versus what was committed. No overdraft for the week 
everything was still within budget. 
 







7.2 Other Contributors on Cost for General Overhaul 
There are more contributors when it comes to cost regarding the overhaul but all of them go to 
the main purpose of repairs on the boiler tubes in different areas as well as supporting 
structures. Tables VII.6-VII.8 are some examples of those. Table VII.6 shows cost on scaffold, 
a boiler structure, as one of the support services which is a very high and big structure. Before 
any maintenance happens there is always a need to design scaffold and platforms for excess 
[36]. It also exceeds budget with a variance of R1 111 963.88. Table VII.7 shows labour 
services which exceed almost on everything on the budget. Table VII.8 shows Tarpaulins as 
part of PPE to work inside the boiler which also exceed the budget. 
 








Activity Budget Cost Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance 
Drawing Charges R 1 000 000.00 R 583 690.16 R 416 309.84 
Boiler Hangers R 500 000.00 R - R 500 000.00 
Total R 1 500 000.00 R 583 690.16 R 916 309.84 
Supporting service 
Activity Budget Cost Current Act & Comm Variance 
HP Cleaning R 1 000 000.00 R 1 811 019.56 R -811 019.56 




R 16 500 000.00 R 17 611 963.88 R -1 111 963.88 
Rigging R 5 500 000.00 R 4 566 115.19 R 933 884.81 
Total R 29 000 000.00 R 28 532 485.67 R 467 514.33 























7.3 Summary of Cost Per Week 
Tables VII.6-VII.8 are cost summaries that illustrates how much it cost to maintain the boilers. 
Each contributes towards repairs of boiler tubes due to erosion, and fatigues on tubes. The cost 
summaries also illustrates that it is not only the tubes that need repairs, but also the technology 
used for cleaning must be repaired and it is  mostly the cause of its malfunction that leads the 
tubes to need such repairs in the first place. In addition, for the technology of cleaning to work 
properly there has be supporting instruments and electricity which also need maintenance, 
technical drawings with the right bill of materials and correct implementation. There must be 
Service Provider Labour 
Activity Budget Cost Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance 
Mechanical labour HA R 5 025 000.00 R 5 475 339.30 R-450 339.30 
Management Fee R 15 141 000.00 R 16 497 933.00 R -1 356 933.00 
Mech Labour - Prommac R 9 000 000.00 R 8 566 753.97 R 433 246.03 
Standby's R 2 000 000.00 R 2 207 536.50 R -207 536.50 
NDE Testing (Inspections) R 4 000 000.00 R 7 197 677.49 R -3 197 677.49 
Total R 35 166 000.00 R 39 945 240.26 R -4 779 240.26 
Sundries 
Activity Budget Cost Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance 
Buildings R 2 600 000.00 R 645 810.35 R 1 954 189.65 
Off-sites, meetings R 50 000.00 R - R 50 000.00 
P & G's R500 000.00 R 340 074.60 R 159 925.40 
Tarpaulins R 800 000.00 R 2 374 735.35 R -1 574 735.35 
Lights R 700 000.00 R 670 381.90 R 29 618.10 
Fuel systems R - R - R - 
Total R 4 650 000.00 R 4 031 002.20 R 618 997.80 
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personnel to perform those duties who specialize in the area of boiler repairs and those 
personnel had to have the right PPE as well as platforms to have excess in terms of heights 
which is why a scaffold is designed [36]. All these cost contributors are in addition to the cost 
of breakdowns which are unplanned that also happen throughout the year on different boilers. 
Another consideration are feeders that needs budget for repairs which is included on table VII.9 
for totals 
 














       
Figure 0.1: Repairs Being Done on Superheater Tubes and Burners. 
Summary – Mill GO – Including the Mill Feeders 
Budget R 194 018 594 
Actual & forecast R 142 317 629 
Difference (over) / under spend R 51 700 965 
Summary – Mill Feeders – Only 
Budget R 4 060 033 
Actual & forecast R 78 124 
Difference (over) / under spend R 3 981 909 
Summary – Total 
Budget R 198 078 627 
Actual & forecast R 142 395 754 
Difference (over) / under spend R 55 682 874 




       
Figure 0.2: Soot Blower Head Inside a Boiler. 
 
7.4 Repairs on Breakdowns and Metallurgy Investigation Report 
Apart from general overhaul the company also experiences numerous breakdowns during 
operation which sometimes means small outages, here and there which as a return minimises 
availability of the boiler and loss of production. Figure VII.3 and VII.4 shows the failure on 
soot blower elbow which ruptured during operation and was sent to metrology department for 
analysis and finding a footcares. Which read as follows: 
 
 
Figure 0.3: Thick-lip rupture on the neutral axis of the elbow of a soot blower. 




Figure 0.4: One of the failures on the soot blower elbow. 
 
On the 21st of March 2018, a rupture of an elbow from the 043BO-501 ring feed header was 
noted, it was subsequently cut and replaced. It was reported that the location of the rupture on 
elbow was at the 6 o’ clock position. The Metallurgical Engineering department was then 
requested to determine the root cause of the elbow through a failure investigation [17, 36]. The 
findings of the failure investigation are presented in this report.  
 
7.4.1 Design and operating conditions  
The design and operating conditions of the elbow section are given in table VII.10. 
 
Table 0.10: Design and operating conditions of the elbow section of the ring feed header 
Design Pressure [kPa] 5650 
Design Temperature [°C] 440 
Operating Pressure [kPa] 4250 
Operating Temperature [°C 435 
Medium Superheated Steam 
Material of construction DIN 17175 15Mo3 
Thickness of the material 4.5 mm 





7.4.2 Visual Examination  
A visual examination of the submitted elbow was carried out in order to document the as-
received condition of the sample. A summary of the findings of the visual examination are 
given below.  
Appendix IX figure IX.1 is a photograph of the elbow sample. It was noted that there was a 
rupture on one side of the elbow, the rupture occurred mainly along the neutral axis of the 
elbow. The external surface of the elbow appeared to have no other significant damage. After 
the visual examination of the external surface of the elbow sample, it was longitudinally 
sectioned for the internal surface to be examination. A photograph of the sectioned sample is 
given in Appendix IX figure IX.2.   
 The internal surface had a black appearance which can be attributed to the formation of 
magnetite on the internal surface.  It was noted that the significant damage was located mainly 
on one half of the sample - the bottom lying 6 o’ clock position.  It was noted that the 
orientation of the rupture was mainly longitudinal and along the neutral axis, however, the tips 
of the rupture are orientated 45° from the neutral axis.  Given in Appendix IX figure IX.3 is a 
photograph of the internal surface of the elbow section where most of the damage was located. 
Pitting and fissures along the neutral axis were noted as well.   
 
7.4.3 Chemical Analysis  
The chemical analysis was carried out in order to determine the chemical composition of the 
elbow sample. The chemical analysis was performed by using the Spectrographic chemical 
analysis technique. The results are presented in table VII.11. The chemical analysis revealed 
that the chemical composition of the elbow section was not comparable to the chemical 
composition requirements of DIN 17175 15Mo3. The elbow section was not alloyed and 
therefore is a carbon steel material in lieu of carbon-molybdenum steel. It is most likely that 
the elbow was fabricated from DIN 17175 St35.8 material.  
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Table 0.11: Spectrographic analysis results and the chemical composition requirements of DIN 17175 15Mo3. 
Chemical Chemical analysis result Chemical composition 
requirements of DIN 17175 15Mo3 
Carbon 0.087 0.12-0.20 
Silicon 0.22 0.10-0.35 
Manganese 0.55 0.40-0.80 
Phosphorous 0.031 0.035 max 
Sulphur 0.026 0.0.35 max 
Chromium 0.054 - 
Molybdenum 0.023 0.25-0.35 
Copper 0.13 - - 
Iron 98.7 Balance 
 
 
7.4.4 Metallographic Examination 
A sample for metallographic examination was sectioned from the damaged half of the elbow. 
The sectioned sample was prepared using standard metallographic techniques and was 
subsequently etched with Nital to reveal the microstructure. The etched sample was then 
examined under the light optical microscope [36]. The findings of the metallographic 
examination are summarised below.  
 A photomicrograph of the pipe section where pits and fissure cracks were noted is given in 
Appendix X figure X.4. It was noted that the cracks were almost parallel to each other and 
propagated perpendicularly to the inner surface. Evidence of superficial corrosion and pitting 
corrosion was noted on the internal surface. A higher magnification photomicrograph of the 
fissure crack is shown in Appendix X figures X.5. It was noted that the crack was unbranched, 
oxide filled and had a blunt tip. A photomicrograph of the general microstructure of the elbow 
section is given in Appendix X figure X.6. The microstructure that was observed was that of a 
typical carbon steel. A microstructure of pearlite colonies in a ferrite matrix was noted.  No 
evidence of thermal degradation of the microstructure was noted, despite installation of an 
incorrect material according to the drawing. 
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7.4.5 Hardness Measurements  
Hardness measurements were performed using a Vickers hardness (HV) tester with a 10 kg 
load. The average of the hardness measurements was approximated to a tensile strength value 
using the conversion of ASME section II, Part A, Specification SA-370. The hardness readings 
with the average alongside the approximated tensile strength are given in table VII.7.  
 
Table 0.12: Hardness test results and the tensile strength (UTS) approximation. 
 Measurements [HV10] 
Reading 1 123 
Reading 2 128 
Reading 3 147 
Reading 4 132 
Reading 5 124 
Average hardness and the 
approximated tensile strength 
131 HV10 ~ 455 MPa 
 
Based on the findings of the failure investigation, it is believed that the final rupture was due 
to a pressure excursion in the line. The rupture occurred at the area where corrosion fatigue 
cracks were believed to have already manifested. Evidence of that corrosion fatigue cracks had 
already manifested at the rupture area includes the pits and fissures that were noted in appendix 
13 figure X.3. The presence of corrosion fatigue cracks and a pressure excursion made the 
propagation of the existing cracks into a large rupture very easy. Evidence of that the rupture 
was caused by a pressure excursion is that the propagation direction of the crack changed from 
the neutral axis to an angle 45° from the neutral axis.   
Corrosion fatigue cracking results from the application of cyclic tensile stresses. The cracking 
proceeds as follows: when the protective magnetite layer fractures due to cyclic stresses, a bare 
metal surface is exposed, which will spontaneously oxidise. As the oxidation occurs, surface 
discontinuities or notches (which now act as stress raisers) are produced. During the next stress 
cycle, the magnetite layer fractures preferentially at the newly produced notch [36]. The 
continuous process of magnetite fracture and re-formation is what causes cracks to propagate 
into the metal surface in directions that are usually perpendicular to the applied stress and 
wedge-shaped cracks often result as seen in figure X.5.   
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While corrosion is a necessary factor to cause corrosion fatigue cracks, usually it is the stress 
that is the most important factor in crack growth. Corrosion will always be present in a boiler 
simply due to normal thermal oxidation. Every cyclically loaded steel boiler component 
exposed to a corrosive environment will develop corrosion fatigue cracks if stresses are 
ruffianly high and frequent and if enough time passes.  
 The drawing for the ring feed header specified that a 15Mo3 elbow be installed, however, it 
was confirmed by spectrographic analysis that the chemical composition of the elbow section 
was not comparable to the chemical composition requirements of DIN 17175 15Mo3 [17]. The 
elbow was not alloyed – it was a carbon steel material in lieu of carbon-molybdenum steel 
material. It is most likely that the elbow was fabricated from DIN 17175 St35.8 material. 
Although the microstructure of the incorrect material did not thermally degrade whilst it was 
in service, the correct material (15Mo3) would have had better corrosion fatigue resistance 
because of its alloying elements and higher strength at the operating temperature. The room 
temperature tensile approximation of the elbow was found to be within the requirements of 
DIN 17175 grade 15Mo3 and St 35.8 [36]. 
 
7.4.6 Conclusions  
From the findings of this investigation, the following conclusions were drawn:  
 The rupture occurred due to a pressure excursion in the line. The rupture occurred at 
the area where corrosion fatigue cracks were believed to have already manifested. The 
presence of corrosion fatigue cracks and a pressure excursion made the propagation of 
the existing cracks into a large rupture very easy.  
 The drawing for the ring feed header specified that a 15Mo3 elbow be installed, 
however, it was confirmed by spectrographic analysis that the elbow that was installed 
was carbon steel   
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7.4.7 Recommendations Made 
The following recommendations were made:  
 The source of the pressure excursion of the soot blower line should be investigated and 
addressed in order to prevent future rupture of soot blower lines.  
 Confirmation of the material of fabrication for the other elbows in the soot blower 
system should be done and, if needed, the applicable drawings should be updated to 
reflect what is in the plant.   
 An integrity check of the steam traps that are responsible for the draining of condensate 
in the soot blower system should be carried out and rectified if deemed necessary.   
 Mitigation of corrosion fatigue can be achieved by eliminating oxygen pitting during 
idle periods, and by reducing or eliminating the cyclic tensile stresses, therefore:  
 Cyclic operation of the boiler should also be reduced or eliminated 
completely.  
 Controlling pH and excessive levels of dissolved oxygen can be useful 
in eliminating pitting corrosion.  
 Eliminate or reduce constraints to thermal expansion and contraction.  
 
 
7.5 Cost Continues Indirect Contributors to Keep Soot Blowers Running 
Table VII.13 is the cost on electrical repairs by the service provider who does welding on 
tubes, sectional replacement, and so on which also shows an overspent of more than R1 091 
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Table 0.13: Electrical costs on repairs. 
 
On Table VII.14 is the cost for Instrument services, testing repairs and renewal of technologies 
and programmes. Instrument controls the operation of soot blower system in certain interval 
because they are timed to avoid continuous exposure on the boiler tubes as a result which 
causes erosion [17, 36]. The instrument service also shows an overspent form a budget of 
R2 500 000.00 a R5 654 848.89 was spent or committed with the variance of R3 154 848.89 
overspent a week. 
 
Table 0.14: Instrument services. 
 
Table VII.15 is technical costs which includes drawings for any modification work, change on 
materiel on the tubes as well as boiler hangers which is not so bad in terms what was budgeted 





Activity  Budget Cost                                     Current Act & Comm   Variance  
Electrical Precips  R     5 000 000.00   R           4 928 096.92   R         71 903.08  
Electrical Motors  R     5 000 000.00   R               700 582.74   R    4 299 417.26  
Electrical Switchgear  R     3 000 000.00   R               454 503.95   R    2 545 496.05  
Service Provider Electrical Service  R     3 000 000.00   R           4 091 180.58   R   -1 091 180.58  
Total  R 16 000 000.00   R         10 174 364.19   R    5 825 635.81  
Instrumental 
Activity  Budget Cost                                      Current Act & Comm   Variance  
Instruments  R 13 650 000.00   R           4 959 057.99   R    8 690 942.01  
Instrument Services  R     2 500 000.00   R           5 654 848.89   R   -3 154 848.89  
Instrument Mills  R                         -     R                               -     R                        -    
 Total   R 16 150 000.00   R         10 613 906.88   R    5 536 093.12  
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Table 0.15: Technical costs. 
 
 
7.6 Other Contributors on Cost for General Overhaul  
There ae more contributors when it comes to cost regarding the overhaul but all of them go to 
the main purpose of repairs on the boiler tubes in different areas as well as supporting structures 
tables below are some examples of those. Table VII.16 shows cost on scaffold a boiler structure 
is a very high and big structure before any maintenance happen there is always a need to design 
scaffold and platforms for excess.  
 
 







Activity   Budget Cost                                     Current Act & Comm   Variance  
Drawing Charges  R     1 000 000.00   R               583 690.16   R       416 309.84  
Boiler Hangers  R        500 000.00   R                               -     R       500 000.00  
 Total   R    1 500 000.00   R              583 690.16   R       916 309.84  






























Activity  Budget Cost                                     Current Act &
Comm  
 Variance  
HP Cleaning  R     1 000 000.00   R           1 811 019.56   R      -811 019.56  
Refractory  R     6 000 000.00   R           4 543 387.04   R    1 456 612.96  
Scaffolding / Lagging/ 
Sandblasting 
 R 16 500 000.00   R         17 611 963.88   R   -1 111 963.88  
Rigging  R     5 500 000.00   R           4 566 115.19   R       933 884.81  
 Total   R 29 000 000.00   R         28 532 485.67  R       467 514.33  
Service Provider Labour 
Activity  Budget Cost                                     Current Act & Comm  Variance  
Mechanical labour HA  R     5 025 000.00  R           5 475 339.30   R      -450 339.30  
Management Fee  R 15 141 000.00   R         16 497 933.00   R   -1 356 933.00  
Mech Labour - Prommac  R     9 000 000.00  R           8 566 753.97   R       433 246.03  
Standby's   R     2 000 000.00  R           2 207 536.50   R      -207 536.50  
NDE Testing (Inspections)  R     4 000 000.00  R           7 197 677.49   R   -3 197 677.49  
 Total   R 35 166 000.00   R         39 945 240.26   R -4 779 240.26  
Sundries 
Activity  Budget Cost                                     Current Act & Comm   Variance  
Buildings  R     2 600 000.00   R               645 810.35   R    1 954 189.65  
Off-sites, meetings  R          50 000.00   R                               -     R         50 000.00  
P & G's  R        500 000.00   R               340 074.60   R       159 925.40  
Tarpaulins  R        800 000.00   R           2 374 735.35   R   -1 574 735.35  
Lights  R        700 000.00   R               670 381.90   R         29 618.10  
Fuel systems  R                         -     R                               -     R                        -    
 Total   R    4 650 000.00   R           4 031 002.20   R       618 997.80  




7.7 Summary on Cost Per Week  
The above tables are cost analysis illustrates how much cost it takes for the boiler to be 
maintained each and everything contributes towards repairs of boiler tubes due to erosion 
fatigues on tubes which is a huge contributor. The above also illustrate that not only the tubes 
that need repairs but also the technology used for cleaning must be repaired and yet it is  mostly 
the cause of it malfunctioning for these tubes to need such repairs in the first place the soot 
blowing system. It does not end there for the technology of cleaning to work properly there 
has be supporting instruments and electricity which also need maintenance, technical like 
drawings with the right bill of materials and correct. There has be personnel to perform those 
duties who specialises in the area of boiler repairs and those personnel had to have right PPE 
as well as platforms to have excess in terms of heights which is where a scaffold is designed. 
All the above contributes let alone the breakdowns which are unplanned that also happen 
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8.2 - Labelled Layout of the boiler plant 
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8.3 - Appendix 2 -Boiler 1 (W) costs to date - 07 Jan 2019 
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8.4 - Boiler 1 (W) costs to date - 14 Jan 2019 
 




Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Sidewalls 7 800 000,00R      44 681,00R                  7 755 319,00R     
Vent Silencer 1 500 000,00R      97 069,20R                  1 402 930,80R     
PSV's 1 000 000,00R      116 210,31R                883 789,69R        
Convections, mud drums & wings 17 800 000,00R   914 500,43R                16 885 499,57R   
Piping/Pipe Repairs 4 500 000,00R      1 171 554,65R            3 328 445,35R     
Flash tank 800 000,00R         60 910,89R                  739 089,11R        
Superheaters 15 300 000,00R   17 864 735,80R          -2 564 735,80R    
Attemperator 1 219 502,53R      337 535,64R                881 966,89R        
Mechanical Valves 1 000 000,00R      608 113,43R                391 886,57R        
Cooling Air Fans -R                       -R                              -R                      
Total 50 919 502,53R   21 215 311,35R          29 704 191,18R  
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Structures 2 550 000,00R      457 298,41R                2 092 701,59R     
De-Asher / Dragchain 6 000 000,00R      1 987 303,37R            4 012 696,63R     
Burners 5 433 092,00R      3 681 748,78R            1 751 343,22R     
Soot blowers 1 000 000,00R      1 428 884,73R            -428 884,73R       
Fan Runner/Silencers 2 500 000,00R      1 160 210,58R            1 339 789,42R     
Mechanical Precip/Hydrovacs 2 300 000,00R      1 349 392,51R            950 607,49R        
Scoop plates/Airheater/Rearpass 
Roof
15 450 000,00R   11 756 790,18R          
3 693 209,82R     
Total 35 233 092,00R   21 821 628,56R          13 411 463,44R  
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Electrical Precips 5 000 000,00R      4 928 096,92R            71 903,08R          
Electrical Motors 5 000 000,00R      700 582,74R                4 299 417,26R     
Electrical Switchgear 3 000 000,00R      454 503,95R                2 545 496,05R     
Kentz Electrical Service 3 000 000,00R      4 091 180,58R            -1 091 180,58R    
16 000 000,00R   10 174 364,19R          5 825 635,81R     
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Instruments 13 650 000,00R   4 959 057,99R            8 690 942,01R     
Instrument Services 2 500 000,00R      5 654 848,89R            -3 154 848,89R    
Instrument Mills -R                       -R                              -R                      
Total 16 150 000,00R   10 613 906,88R          5 536 093,12R     
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Drawing Charges 1 000 000,00R      583 690,16R                416 309,84R        
Boiler Hangers 500 000,00R         -R                              500 000,00R        
Total 1 500 000,00R     583 690,16R               916 309,84R        
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
HP Cleaning 1 000 000,00R      1 811 019,56R            -811 019,56R       
Refractory 6 000 000,00R      4 543 387,04R            1 456 612,96R     
Scaffolding / Lagging/ Sandblasting 16 500 000,00R   17 611 963,88R          -1 111 963,88R    
Rigging 5 500 000,00R      4 566 115,19R            933 884,81R        
Total 29 000 000,00R   28 532 485,67R          467 514,33R        
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Sasol Mechanical Labour 3 000 000,00R      3 000 000,00R            -R                      
Sasol Electrical Labour 800 000,00R         800 000,00R                -R                      
Sasol Instrument Labour 800 000,00R         800 000,00R                -R                      
Sasol Planner Labour 800 000,00R         800 000,00R                -R                      
Sasol QC Labour -R                       -R                              -R                      
Total 5 400 000,00R     5 400 000,00R            -R                      
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Mechanical labour HA 5 025 000,00R      5 475 339,30R            -450 339,30R       
Management Fee 15 141 000,00R   16 497 933,00R          -1 356 933,00R    
Mech Labour - Prommac 9 000 000,00R      8 566 753,97R            433 246,03R        
Standby's 2 000 000,00R      2 207 536,50R            -207 536,50R       
NDE Testing (Inspections) 4 000 000,00R      7 197 677,49R            -3 197 677,49R    
Total 35 166 000,00R   39 945 240,26R          -4 779 240,26R   
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Buildings 2 600 000,00R      645 810,35R                1 954 189,65R     
Off-sites, meetings 50 000,00R           -R                              50 000,00R          
P & G's 500 000,00R         340 074,60R                159 925,40R        
Tarpaulins 800 000,00R         2 374 735,35R            -1 574 735,35R    
Lights 700 000,00R         670 381,90R                29 618,10R          
Fuel systems -R                       -R                              -R                      
Total 4 650 000,00R     4 031 002,20R            618 997,80R        
Total Overall
############# 142 317 629,27R        51 700 965,26R  
0                                         -                                              
Sundries
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8.5 - Boiler 1 (W) costs to date - 21 Jan 2019 





Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Sidewalls 7 800 000,00R      44 681,00R                  7 755 319,00R     
Vent Silencer 1 500 000,00R      97 069,20R                  1 402 930,80R     
PSV's 1 000 000,00R      115 313,61R                884 686,39R        
Convections, mud drums & wings 17 800 000,00R   1 358 041,30R            16 441 958,70R   
Piping/Pipe Repairs 4 500 000,00R      1 206 619,04R            3 293 380,96R     
Flash tank 800 000,00R         60 910,89R                  739 089,11R        
Superheaters 15 300 000,00R   17 864 735,80R          -2 564 735,80R    
Attemperator 1 219 502,53R      337 535,64R                881 966,89R        
Mechanical Valves 1 000 000,00R      608 113,43R                391 886,57R        
Cooling Air Fans -R                       -R                              -R                      
50 919 502,53R   21 693 019,91R          29 226 482,62R  
Non Pressure Parts
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Structures 2 550 000,00R      457 298,41R                2 092 701,59R     
De-Asher / Dragchain 6 000 000,00R      1 993 706,81R            4 006 293,19R     
Burners 5 433 092,00R      3 681 748,78R            1 751 343,22R     
Soot blowers 1 000 000,00R      1 430 325,52R            -430 325,52R       
Fan Runner/Silencers 2 500 000,00R      2 869 274,78R            -369 274,78R       
Mechanical Precip/Hydrovacs 2 300 000,00R      1 349 392,51R            950 607,49R        
Scoop plates/Airheater/Rearpass 
Roof
15 450 000,00R   10 888 164,18R          
4 561 835,82R     
35 233 092,00R   22 669 910,99R          12 563 181,01R  
Electrical
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Electrical Precips 5 000 000,00R      4 966 358,50R            33 641,50R          
Electrical Motors 5 000 000,00R      1 595 106,68R            3 404 893,32R     
Electrical Switchgear 3 000 000,00R      511 784,51R                2 488 215,49R     
Kentz Electrical Service 3 000 000,00R      4 091 180,75R            -1 091 180,75R    
16 000 000,00R   11 164 430,44R          4 835 569,56R     
Instrumental
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Instruments 13 650 000,00R   5 298 644,00R            8 351 356,00R     
Instrument Services 2 500 000,00R      5 654 848,89R            -3 154 848,89R    
Instrument Mills -R                       -R                              -R                      
16 150 000,00R   10 953 492,89R          5 196 507,11R     
Technical
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Drawing Charges 1 000 000,00R      583 690,16R                416 309,84R        
Boiler Hangers 500 000,00R         -R                              500 000,00R        
1 500 000,00R     583 690,16R               916 309,84R        
Supporting Services
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
HP Cleaning 1 000 000,00R      1 811 019,56R            -811 019,56R       
Refractory 6 000 000,00R      4 543 387,04R            1 456 612,96R     
Scaffolding / Lagging/ Sandblasting 16 500 000,00R   17 611 963,88R          -1 111 963,88R    
Rigging 5 500 000,00R      4 583 232,73R            916 767,27R        
29 000 000,00R   28 549 603,21R          450 396,79R        
Sasol Labour
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Sasol Mechanical Labour 3 000 000,00R      3 000 000,00R            -R                      
Sasol Electrical Labour 800 000,00R         800 000,00R                -R                      
Sasol Instrument Labour 800 000,00R         800 000,00R                -R                      
Sasol Planner Labour 800 000,00R         800 000,00R                -R                      
Sasol QC Labour -R                       -R                              -R                      
5 400 000,00R     5 400 000,00R            -R                      
Service Provider Labour 
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Mechanical labour HA 5 025 000,00R      5 475 339,30R            -450 339,30R       
Management Fee 15 141 000,00R   16 497 933,00R          -1 356 933,00R    
Mech Labour - Prommac 9 000 000,00R      8 568 553,49R            431 446,51R        
Standby's 2 000 000,00R      2 207 536,50R            -207 536,50R       
NDE Testing (Inspections) 4 000 000,00R      7 151 033,97R            -3 151 033,97R    
35 166 000,00R   39 900 396,26R          -4 734 396,26R   
Sundries
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Buildings 2 600 000,00R      645 810,35R                1 954 189,65R     
Off-sites, meetings 50 000,00R           -R                              50 000,00R          
P & G's 500 000,00R         340 074,60R                159 925,40R        
Tarpaulins 800 000,00R         2 374 735,35R            -1 574 735,35R    
Lights 700 000,00R         670 381,90R                29 618,10R          
Fuel systems -R                       -R                              -R                      
4 650 000,00R     4 031 002,20R            618 997,80R        
Total Overall ############# 144 945 546,06R        49 073 048,47R  
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8.6  - Boiler 1 (W) costs to date - 28 Jan 2019 





Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Sidewalls 7 800 000,00R      980 883,18R                6 819 116,82R     
Vent Silencer 1 500 000,00R      97 069,20R                  1 402 930,80R     
PSV's 1 000 000,00R      142 065,61R                857 934,39R        
Convections, mud drums & wings 17 800 000,00R   11 484 841,67R          6 315 158,33R     
Piping/Pipe Repairs 4 500 000,00R      1 924 051,25R            2 575 948,75R     
Flash tank 800 000,00R         82 165,79R                  717 834,21R        
Superheaters 15 300 000,00R   17 864 735,80R          -2 564 735,80R    
Attemperator 1 219 502,53R      381 557,01R                837 945,52R        
Mechanical Valves 1 000 000,00R      611 599,33R                388 400,67R        
Cooling Air Fans -R                       -R                              -R                      
50 919 502,53R   33 568 968,84R          17 350 533,69R  
Non Pressure Parts
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Structures 2 550 000,00R      457 298,41R                2 092 701,59R     
De-Asher / Dragchain 6 000 000,00R      2 002 980,52R            3 997 019,48R     
Burners 5 433 092,00R      3 681 748,78R            1 751 343,22R     
Soot blowers 1 000 000,00R      1 430 325,52R            -430 325,52R       
Fan Runner/Silencers 2 500 000,00R      2 869 274,78R            -369 274,78R       
Mechanical Precip/Hydrovacs 2 300 000,00R      1 349 392,51R            950 607,49R        
Scoop plates/Airheater/Rearpass 
Roof
15 450 000,00R   10 888 164,18R          
4 561 835,82R     
35 233 092,00R   22 679 184,70R          12 553 907,30R  
Electrical
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Electrical Precips 5 000 000,00R      4 967 658,50R            32 341,50R          
Electrical Motors 5 000 000,00R      12 126 288,38R          -7 126 288,38R    
Electrical Switchgear 3 000 000,00R      522 003,71R                2 477 996,29R     
Kentz Electrical Service 3 000 000,00R      4 091 180,82R            -1 091 180,82R    
16 000 000,00R   21 707 131,41R          -5 707 131,41R   
Instrumental
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Instruments 13 650 000,00R   5 386 909,54R            8 263 090,46R     
Instrument Services 2 500 000,00R      5 654 848,89R            -3 154 848,89R    
Instrument Mills -R                       -R                              -R                      
16 150 000,00R   11 041 758,43R          5 108 241,57R     
Technical
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Drawing Charges 1 000 000,00R      583 690,16R                416 309,84R        
Boiler Hangers 500 000,00R         -R                              500 000,00R        
1 500 000,00R     583 690,16R               916 309,84R        
Supporting Services
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
HP Cleaning 1 000 000,00R      1 811 019,56R            -811 019,56R       
Refractory 6 000 000,00R      4 543 387,04R            1 456 612,96R     
Scaffolding / Lagging/ Sandblasting 16 500 000,00R   17 611 963,88R          -1 111 963,88R    
Rigging 5 500 000,00R      4 604 898,61R            895 101,39R        
29 000 000,00R   28 571 269,09R          428 730,91R        
Sasol Labour
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Sasol Mechanical Labour 3 000 000,00R      3 000 000,00R            -R                      
Sasol Electrical Labour 800 000,00R         800 000,00R                -R                      
Sasol Instrument Labour 800 000,00R         800 000,00R                -R                      
Sasol Planner Labour 800 000,00R         800 000,00R                -R                      
Sasol QC Labour -R                       -R                              -R                      
5 400 000,00R     5 400 000,00R            -R                      
Service Provider Labour 
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Mechanical labour HA 5 025 000,00R      5 475 339,30R            -450 339,30R       
Management Fee 15 141 000,00R   16 497 933,00R          -1 356 933,00R    
Mech Labour - Prommac 9 000 000,00R      8 568 553,49R            431 446,51R        
Standby's 2 000 000,00R      2 207 536,50R            -207 536,50R       
NDE Testing (Inspections) 4 000 000,00R      7 151 033,97R            -3 151 033,97R    
35 166 000,00R   39 900 396,26R          -4 734 396,26R   
Sundries
Activity  Budget Cost                                    
 Current Act & 
Comm 
Variance Comments
Buildings 2 600 000,00R      645 810,35R                1 954 189,65R     
Off-sites, meetings 50 000,00R           -R                              50 000,00R          
P & G's 500 000,00R         340 074,60R                159 925,40R        
Tarpaulins 800 000,00R         2 374 735,35R            -1 574 735,35R    
Lights 700 000,00R         670 381,90R                29 618,10R          
Fuel systems -R                       -R                              -R                      
4 650 000,00R     4 031 002,20R            618 997,80R        
Total Overall ############# 167 483 401,09R        26 535 193,44R  
0                                         -                                              
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8.12  – Mechanical flow Diagram of Soot blower 
 
A12 – Simulated Single Pipe 
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8.13 - Metallurgy Analysis Images 
 
Figure 8.1:A photograph of the failed elbow from the ring feeder header. 
 
Figure 8.2: A photograph of the sectioned sample 
 




















Figure 8.4: A photomicrograph of the cross-section through the pits and fissure cracks 
 
Figure 8.5: A higher magnification of one of the fissure cracks. 




Figure 8.6: A photomicrograph of the general microstructure of the elbow 
